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DoYou Run a Typewriter
or does

The Typewriter Run You?
If the machine operates smoothly, produces neat print, gives

you no trouble, requires no repairs and allows you to go home at

nrvrX»£?^
spirits and good Physical condition, YOU ARE
1 HE BUSS!

If your copy is not right, if the typewriter "gets onyour nerves "

it you have to send continually for the repairman, if you are "all
in when evening comes, THE TYPEWRITER IS BOSS/

Why, then, Miss Operator do you not put this proposition up

to your employer and show him where he is not getting the service
he should unless he has the right writing machine?

In all that makes one typewriter superior to another, the

L. C. Smith & Bros, excels.

It runs easier because of ball bearings.
It runs longer because of ball bearings.

It runs more accurately because ofball bearings.

The guiding thought in its construction is efficiency for the em

ployer and conservation of energy for the operator.

L. C. Smith & Bros. Typewriter Co.
Home Office and Factory

Syracuse, N. Y.
Branches in all principalcities

DETROIT
OFFICE

72 WASH'N BLVD.

CHICAGO
OFFICE

123 N. Wabash Ave.
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FOUNTAIN
PENS

Students will find at our store a well
assorted stock of

ARTHUR A. WATERMAN
FOUNTAIN PENS
Course, Fine, Medium, and Stub
ALSO

FOUNTAIN PEN INK

POPULAR

The

PRICES

Edwards & Chamberlin
Hardware Co.

ALUMNI NOTES.

Grable and the Misses Cornelia and

Miss Gertrude Shirley of the class
of 1913 is teaching in Three Rivers

Dorathea Brinkerhoff, all of the De
troit public schools, visited the Nor
mal recently and were present at the
alumni banquet.

this year.
Miss Nita Butler, 1912, is teaching

in the High School at Newberry and
visited the Normal during the State
Teachers' Association.

George D. Fast is superintendent at
Jonesville. He registered at Normal
headquarters during the M. S. T. A.
and attended the alumni banquet.
Miss Mary Ruthrauff is teaching at
Owosso again this year and appeared
on the program of the German section
of the State Teachers' Association.

Miss Alma Schofield, 1914, is teach

ing at Frankfort, Michigan.
Miss Zephia Corrigan, 1913, is teach
ing in Coloma this year.
Miss Virginia Forrest, Miss Lydia
Dennis, the Misses Lillian and Ella

Miss Melba Brewster, 1914, is teach
ing in the grades at Ionia.

Clyde W. Overholt, one of the early
graduates of the Normal, attended the
M. S. T. A. and visited the Normal.

Miss Lubelva Blakeslee, 1913, is
teaching in Benton Harbor this year.
Miss Ethel Burton, 1913, is teaching
in the South Bend, Indiana, public
schools for the second year. She at
tended the M. S. T. A. in Kalamazoo.

Miss Sue Gross of the class of 1913
has recently accepted a position in the
public schools of Grand Rapids.
Miss Cora Nicolls, 1912, is teaching
in Lansing this year and recently vis
ited the Normal.
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Miss Hazel Stace, 1912, is teaching
in Vermontville.

Miss Margia Haugh is teaching do

Mr. Harry Becker of Kalamazoo, took
place in October. They are residing
in Kalamazoo, where Mr. Becker is
engaged in electrical work.

mestic science in the Monroe schools.

Miss Nettie de Pagter is teaching in
the Sigsbee School, Grand Rapids, this

Miss lone Salisbury, life class 1914,
is teaching in the Charlotte schools
this year.

year.

Miss Fanny Springsteen is in Ath
ens.

Harold Buckham, manual training,
1913, is employed in the schools at
Clearwater, Florida.

Miss Agnes Buckham, 1914, is teach
ing at Alma.
Mrs. Mabel Warner Vroman, 1907,

is teaching in the Flint schools and
visited the Normal during the State
Teachers' Association.

The marriage of Miss Ethel Greene,
1 graduate of the Normal in 1909, to
"The Shop for Young Men"

Johnson - McFee Co.

Mrs. Margaret M. Royce, Domestic
Science, 1913, is now engaged in
teaching in the Chicago schools.
HIS DEFINITION.

A school teacher, remembering that
in her childhood she had for years
thought that the equator was a brick
wall extending around the earth, took
pains to inform her pupils repeatedly
that the equator was purely an imag
inary line.
In giving an examination, she, in
order to test their attentiveness and

memory, asked them to describe the
equator. A boy in the class wrote,
"The equator is a menagerie lion, run
ning around the earth."—Harper's.

Park -American
Hotel
Opposite G. R. & I. Depot

at the

Kalamazoo, Mich.

New Burdick Hotel

Smart Clothes, Hats and

American Plan $2.50 per day and up
European Plan $1.00 per day and up

Furnishings

Cafe in Connection
ERNEST McLEAN, Manager

American Steel Sanitary Desks
ELECTRIC WELDED

WARRANTED UNBREAKABLE

Over 500,000 in use today in all parts of the world. Scientific
and hygienic features of these desks have been indorsed by
many of the well known'physicians and educators. Let us send
you our illustrated booklet B-tC giving many interesting
Check your school supplies now, [but before you com
mence ask for our 120 page handsomely illustrated
catalog B-S. A comprehensive guide for the economical
purchaser of school essentials.
'

American Seating Company
14 E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago

%

Grand Rapids, Mich
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LIBRARY
Books received since October, 1914.

Greetings

Library Economy.

To Normal Students

Bishop, Practical handbook of modern lib
rary cataloguing.
Philosophy, Psychology and Ethics.

Make this Drug Store your meeting place.
are always welcome here, if only to write a
card, use the telephone, or meet a friend.
fully appreciate the business we have had

You
post
We
from

the Normal students in the past, and you will
always find a warm welcome here.

Burr, Narratives of the witchcraft cases.
Carus, Nietzsche and other exponents of in
dividualism.

Sandiford,

Mental

and

physical

life

of

school children.

Stern, Psychological method of testing in
telligence.

Wallin, Mental health of the school child.
Welton, Psychology of education.
Williams, Increasing your mental efficiency.
Yerkes & La Eue, Materials for the study
of the self.

Jordan, War's aftermath.
Suttner, Bertha von, Lay down your arms.
Religion.

^y^^^^^^L

Brown, Sunday-school movements in Amer
ica.

Charles, Religious development between Old

NEV/BURDICKBLOCK

and New Testaments.

Stationery

Lodge, Science and immortality.
Randolph, Law of faith.
Trumbull, The Sunday-school.

A SMILE OR TWO

Baldwin, Individual and society.
Flux, Economic principles.

Drugs

Kodaks

Sociology.

Haynes, Economics in the secondary school.
Jones, Life, times and labors of Robert
Owen.

McLaughlin

A NEW CHARGE.

A young lawyer in a Southern town
was appointed by the court to defend

& Hart, eds.,

Cyclopedia

of

American government.

Moore, Industrial history of the American
people.

a negro culprit who was too poor to

Perris, Industrial history of modern Eng

employ counsel. The darkey, on be
ing interviewed at the jail by his at
torney, insisted sullenly that he had

Spargo, Socialism and motherhood.
Taft, Anti-trust act and the Supreme Court.

not done anything deserving arrest.
"Oh, you know you've been up to
some meanness, Sam. Speak out now
and let's have the facts," urged the
lawyer.
"Boss," said the prisoner, "I tell yer
I ain't done nuthin'. They just put

me in here for fragrancy."—Harper's.

land.

Wallas, Great society.

Wells, Social forces in England and Amer
ica.

Whelpley, Trade of the world.
Education.

Ballou, High school organization.
Boyd, Prom Locke to Montessori.
Chisholm, Medical inspection of girls.
Cole, Industrial education in the elementary
school.

Cubberley, State and county educational re
Teacher—"An

Indian

woman

is

called a squaw. Now tell me what an
Indian baby is called?"
Little Mary Jane—"Please, ma'am,
a squawk."—Harper's Mag.

organization.

Davis, High school courses of study.
Dressier, School hygiene.
Emerson, Evolution of the educational ideal.
Gallaudet, Life of Thomas Hopkins Gallaudet.
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FOR BEGINNERS IN MUSIC
NEW AND ATTRACTIVE ROTE SONGS-KIN
DERGARTEN MELODIES-MOTION SONGSGAME SONGS-MUSIC FOR MARCHES-MUSIC
FOR FOLK DANCING-ALL ARE FOUND IN
FIRST YEAR MUSIC
By Hollis Dann

Supervisors of music and kindergarten and primary teachers will find in

this new book a collection of songs which are fresh and moreover artistic
and within the child's interest. The child voice and the musical value of the

songs have been carefully considered. Section Two of the book provides
favorite kindergarten melodies, many of which have been newly harmonized.
In this selection also are found game songs which are now so popular and
with these are full directions for presentation. A unique feature is found in
Section Three which gives a collection of pianoforte selections. Here is

found music for marches, folk dances, etc. Some of these selections are orig

inal and others adaptations from great composers. Dann's First Year Mus?c
is especially well adapted for use with Dann's Musical Dictation Book One.
The introduction contains such valuable suggestions and directions as to

make the book really indispensable to all teachers of beginners. The mailing
price is 60 cents.

New York

American Book Company

Chicago
Cincinnati

330 East 22nd Street

Boston
Atlanta

CHICAGO

Goddard, Feeblemindedness.

Goddard, School training of defective chil
dren.

Dudeney, Canterbury puzzles.
Euclides, Thirteen books of

Euclid's Ele

ments.

Henderson, What is it to be educated?
Hollister, Administration of education in a
democracy.

Jenks, Citizenship and the schools.
Johnston, Modern high school.
Key, Younger generation.
Kilpatrick, Montessori system examined.
Kirby, Practice in the case of school chil
dren.

Halstead, Eational geometry.
Hill, Geometry and faith.
Jones, Mathematical wrinkles.

Klein, Famous problems of elementary geom
etry.

Manning, Fourth dimension simply explained.
Manning, Non-Euclidean geometry.

Miller, Descriptive geometry.

Phillips, Graphic algebra.

Klapper, Teaching children to read.
Klemm, European schools.

Schubert, Mathematical essays and recrea

Klemm, Public education in Germany and the

Smith, Teaching of arithmetic.
Smith & Karpinski, Hindu-Arabic numerals.

United States.

Lewis, Democracy's high school.

McMurry, Conflicting principles in teaching.
Meiklejohn, Dr. Andrew Bell.
Morgan, Backward child.

Payne, Lectures on the history of education.

Pestalozzi, Educational writings, edited by
J. A. Green.

Seguin, Idiocy.

tions.

White, Scrap-book of elementary mathemat
ics.

Whitehead, Introduction to mathematics.
Workman, Memoranda mathematics.

Young, Monographs on topics of

modern

mathematics.

Young, Lectures on fundamental concepts of
algebra and geometry.
General Science.

Mathematics.

Abbott, Flatland.

Ball, Mathematical recreations and essays.
Burnside, Theory of equations.
Casey, Sequel to the first six books of the
Elements of Euclid.

Aldrich, Eugenics.
Ames, Constitution of matter.

Driesch, Science and philosophy of the or
ganism.

Hegner, Germ-cell cycle.
(Continued in December Issue)
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The Liveliest

A MERE DABBLER.

SHOE STORE

"Professor Mynde is a leader among
the psychologists, don't you think?"
"I think nothing of the sort. On

In Town

page 157 of his latest book the word
'function' occurs only four times, and

on page 304 he uses the word 'reac
tion' only twice."

Have you put up any sauerkraut
this fall, Schmidt?"
"Times was so hardt because of the

war that I only put oop fife barrels in
case of sickness."—Life.

MEN!

Good Fitting Shoes

"A little nonsense now and then,

give you that added touch of
Prosperity. We sell all the

Is relished by the best of men."

smart styles at

$5.00, $4.00, $3.00

The Russian victories have already
introduced a new Austrian dynasty—
the House of Per-Hapsburg.—Life

Good Fitting
Shoes
Suggest Refinement

Patsy—"What

is

the

latest

ball

news ?"

The

Kid—"Baseball

or

cannon

ball?"—Harper's Mag.
A NATIVE INTERPRETATION.

"Tell me," requested the foreign so
ciologist, "what is the significance of
the eagle that is shown on American
money?"
"It is," responded the Son of Lib

erty, "an emblem of its swift flight."
—Harper's Mag.
A

We measure every foot

BIG DIFFERENCE.

A learned bishop was once taken to

to insure the

task by some of his denominational

Comfort of a Perfect Fit

brethren on the charge of exhibiting

PRICES MODERATE

$4, $3.50, $3, $2.50

Appeldoorn's
117 N. Burdick St.

conceit of himself at variance with the

spirit of humility.
"It is not conceit," replied the
bishop, with that ponderous bearing
that silenced opposition. "It is not
conceit, brethren.

It is the conscious

ness of superiority."—Lippincott's.
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J.R.Jones'Sons&Co.
Kalamazoo's Christmas Store
We herewith extend to you an invitation to visit our store
often during the next month. It will be resplendent with its
Christmas displays.

Let the Jones Store help you with your gift selection,

All

departments have items of interest, and best of all—

D. Y. C. S. E.
(Do Your Christmas Shopping Early)

IN selecting a reproduction of any painting for school room decoration,
one has a great range of choice. For a very moderate amount of
money (five dollars) one may choose from more than a hundred

thousand subjects made in carbon photograph, which faithfully pro
duce in monotone all the delicate gradations of modelling, drawing, and tone
against tone found in the original.

Modern color processes are so perfect that in many cases every brush
stroke is detailed.

The medici prints offer a wide range of old masters, the Germans
give us splendid fac-similes of their best modern work, all of which may be
had at fifteen to twenty dollars.

There are a large number of fine large original lithographs at moder
ate prices made by the best German artists. Especially desirable for the

drawing department in their teaching of color and design as well as drawing.
The need of extra large pictures for assembly rooms and halls is gen
erally felt, and we ourselves are prepared to make especially almost any
subject desired to meet this demand.

Yours very truly,

The W. Scott Thurber Art Galleries
408 South Michigan Blvd.

Chicago, 111.
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E&iraMomL
Michigan State Teachers' Association
Primary-Kindergarten Meeting

|HE consensus of opinion of the
Primary-Kindergarten teachers
in regard to their recent meet-

individual problems. Dr. Kilpatrick
of Teacher's College was the speaker
on this occasion. Through his kind

is, "It is the best one we have

ness outlines of his address were in the

ever had." The two-fold standard by
which this success has been judged is
—(a) the spirit of active co-operation;

(b) the way in which it helped teach

hands of the teachers, many weeks be
fore the convention. So inspiring did
this address prove that the same out
line is being passed on to the readers of

ers to become more conscious of their

the Record.

Greater Spontaneity in the School Room and
Limitations upon Spontaneity
By Professor Kilpatrick, of Teacher's' College.
Spontaneity may be considered—
(a) Negatively, Spontaneity cannot exist under conditions of all-engrossing
suppressive activity.
(b) Positively, Spontaneity remains a mere wish without the presence of
suitable means for expression.
•Reasons for demanding Spontaneity:
(1) Postulate of Democracy: Each person has a natural right to all the freedom

that is consistent (a) with the right of others and (b) with his own good.

The presumption is thus on the side of freedom from restraint, even in
the case of the child. Each proposed infringement must be justified, and not
contrariwise.

(2)

Demands of a Democratic Society: The child who is to live in a democratic
society must learn to exercise initiative, self-reliance and self-direction—
(a) By initiative is meant ability to make, of one's self, suitable adapta
tion to a novel situation.

(b)

By self-reliance is meant such a faith in one's self as makes possible
the execution of a plan, once it has been adopted, in the face of in

(c)

By self-direction is meant the mapping and executing of conduct in

ternal doubt or of external opposition.

accordance with consciously held principles.
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(3)

Law of Maximum Utilization: The more nearly in the direction of its orig
inal tendency that any distinctive impulse can be utilized, the more fully is its
strength made available (i. e., with any given impulse, the less re-direction,
the more strength).

Note—It may be well to sacrifice the strength along a certain line, but
those cases are probably few.

(4)

Considerations of Method:

Since there is no "formal discipline," education

must go on under life conditions (as nearly as may be).
(a) We thus secure motivation (basis of effort).

(b)
(c)

We secure the problem attitude (basis of thinking).
We give training (skill and knowledge) that will "carry over" from
school activities to external life activities.

But the essence of life is spontaneity and its outworking.
3. Considerations which would limit spontaneity—
(1) The child's nature, apparently inherited from a remote past when conditions
of survival were different, needs a certain amount of reshaping to meet
present social demands.

(2)

A certain amount of obedience is at times necessary. (This should be used
principally in emergencies, and is mainly demanded by the artificiality of
school life.)

(3) The child needs to learn many things, as language, institutional life, the use
of tools, etc., etc.

(a)

The need and possibility of such learning distinguishes human kind

(b)

In particular the child does not know what he will like or what he

from lower animal life.
will need.

(c) This learning affords more adequate self-expression to the individual.
4. The practical problem:
(1) The three elements in the problem—
(a) The child and his spontaneous interests.
(b) Society and its demands for conduct, knowledge, etc
(c)

(2)

The school as the meditating agency.

The first element is changing only very slowly. For our present purposes, we
may say that child nature does not change (i. e., from generation to gen-

tion), but constitutes a fixed element in the problem.
(3)

The social demand can and does change—
a.—Society is now more sympathetic with child nature than formerly.
(a)

The Pre-Rousseau child was a miniature adult in dress and

(b)
(c)

Children in early America went to church all day.
Under the former regime originated the saying:

manner.

"Children

should be seen and not heard."

b.—Society has grown more democratic, less strenuous of obedience, less
autocratic,

c.—Children now live more on their own account, less
(4)

to

glorify

their

parents.
School procedure can and does change—

a.—Child psychology is now admittedly different from that of adults.
(a)

We now suit material better to the different stages of child

(b)
(c)

growth.
We are giving up the logical for a more psychological treatment.
We are more and more expecting children to understand what
they do.

b.—We allow more and more self-determination to children.

(a)
(b)

5.

We have less faith in punishment.
We have more faith in childhood. Our belief in democracy is
extending to children (and to women.)
The immediate problem—
(1) It is true that in one hundred years we have remade the spirit of the school
room.

(a) By making more rational demands of children.
(b) By adapting our methods the better to child nature.
The result has been a marked increase of spontaneity, and of happiness to
pupil and to teacher.
(2) Can we yet improve along these two lines?
Suggested Readings:
Dewey—School and Society, Ch. 1. [Univ. of Chicago Press]
Dewey—Interest and Effort. [Houghton, Mifflin Co.]
Montessori—Montessori Method, Ch. V. [Frederick Stokes Co.]
Kilpatrick—Montessori Method Examined, Ch. Ill and V. [Houghton, Mifflin Co.]
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Community Music
ETER W. DYKEMA, of the

University of Wisconsin, spoke
upon the subject of ''Commu
nity Music," giving some of the
tendencies of American life, the means
by which improvement may be expect

ed, and what part music may have in
this betterment, finally considering the
type of musician needed to carry on
this new social aspect of music.
This is an era of specialization, of

is essentially and pre-eminently social.
Part singing is a symbol of democracy,
each is necessary, and there is a place
for every type of individual.
In our endeavors to overcome the

feeling of hurry and excitement we are
anxious to develop a feeling of poise.
We recognize the definite relation be
tween work and leisure.

While We are

anxious to obtain better working con
ditions we are also concerned with the

individualism, of developing efficiency

disposition of the play hours. A great

in each unit.

Even if restrictions are

increase in the festival work in schools

to be made it is hardly too much to
say we are fast adopting the motto of
"Every man for himself."

and pageantry in the community as a

Another

characteristic

tional idea of rush.

is

the

na

To be busy is to

most of us an indication of value. The

principle of conduct is to work hard
and play hard—work till the last min

ute, give all you have to give, then go
over to play, which, with its thrills
and shocks through its excitement, will
so surprise and overturn the organism
we shall forget the tension of work.

The third and largest tendency is
that which sets as the goal of life the
acquisition of many things, which has
as its standard the owning of much
that can be measured and counted.

We are endeavoring to counteract
individualism by developing the social
aspects of life through publications
and organizations, the key note of
which is co-operation, of neighborliness, of brotherhood.

Music has a

large part in this movement.

We find

that the process of listening to music

whole is an indication of the use of

recreation for the development of
poise. Music is a most important fac
tor in this work.

For the developing of the material
istic aspects of life into something
higher, the schools, universities with
their free public lectures, the churches
with the popularizing of their services,
the social center, all are striving to
make possible the ideal of the spiritual
end of education—the making of a life
rather than a living. Music teaches
that the satisfactions of life are in the

outlook of man, in his spiritual attain
ments, not in physical possession. He
who puts time and effort into the pro
duction of music has taken a long step
toward the emancipation of himself
from the domination of things.

Some one must help a community to
help itself. People are ready and
need only a leader to accomplish great
things. There are many solutions to
the problem of leadership, but there is

endeavor to obtain the most and best.

no more logical one than where the
public school supervisor of music takes
charge of this work, but it is evident

This fact gives rise to what is called
"mass spirit," the psychology of the

some new lines.

is in itself a social one.

An audience

is bound together in a sort of mutual

he will have to prepare himself along
In addition to the

crowd which points out that collective
listeners are greater in their demands

musical requirements we already ask,

and abilities to appreciate than any in
dividual. In composite appreciation
there is a binding force which not only
makes for sympathy but which is sym

have some of the education required

pathy.

But if listeners of music are

sympathetic, how much more are per
formers? Music performed by groups

he must have a social instinct; he must
of a social worker; he must above all
be an organizer and executive; and fin

ally, he must be capable of forging
ahead into unblazed trails for the ques
tion of Community Music is as yet un
solved.

BEULAH A. HOOTMAN.
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Visions

|S I sat listening to the distin
guished speakers who made
our 1914 meeting of the Mich
igan State Teachers' Associa
tion such a splendid success, it seemed

wealth and happiness—a veritable gold
mine of riches.
A. C. Carton.

A state with a park in every county

expression of the great awakening of

—the most splendid system of state
parks in the Union.

interest in nature study, school and

Louise Klein Miller.

to me that the whole program was an

landscape gardening and in the "new"
agriculture. Mr. Claxton's sending
01 Miss Gowan to our meeting was

a recognition of the same idea.

It

seemed to me that each speaker had
been able to see clearly the results

that might follow the successful teach
ing of tnese subjects in our public and
private schools, normals, colleges and
universities.

Ruskin says, 'To see

clearly is poetry, prophecy and re
ligion all in one;" so these leaders of
ours, seeing clearly, have given to us
visions of what our State might be.
Governor Ferris.

A state in which every youth is so
taught the high value of life that he
shall be proud to be a "sportsman who
hunts without a gun."

with wild birds singing from every
bush and tree, with schools set in the
midst of wooded fields, flower gardens

and green lawns, vegetable gardens
and fruiting orchards. With school,
home and community bound together
by their mutual interest in the plant
ing and harvest festivals.
George Maxwell.
An acre of garden land for every
Free instruction

for the youth of our land so that this
acre of land shall be made not only to
"blossom as the rose" but shall yield
owners

a harvest of

fatal.
Teachers whose school-rooms
are never too neat to allow the use of

no matter whether it be bird, beast, or

A state with broad highways bor
dered with sturdy native shrubs, with
great forests of blossoming plants,

to its

Mrs. Comstock.

Teachers kept young by their sym
pathy with life and nature. Teachers
who judge a boy or girl's note book
on nature study by what it expresses
of that child's personality and to whom
a mistake in grammar is not necessarily
material brought in by their pupils,

Mrs. Cornelia Hulst.

home in the state.

Through school garden work the
emancipation of our lads and lassies
from factory toil. The vision of our
boys and girls healthy, strong and
happy in splendid out-of-door work
that shall gain them a rich living. The
beautifying of waste places—the rose
garden replacing the ash heap in our
city yards.

health,

what not.

Children who are taught to be log
ical, truthful and reverent through
their own observations and records of
the wonderful world about them. Chil

dren who have learned that, though

they may be able to manage their
parents and even their teachers,
Nature will not be managed; that they
must conform to Nature's laws, for
her laws are inflexible.

Children who

when grown up shall be as the man
Emerson had in mind when he wrote,
"He who knows what sweets and vir

tues are in the ground, the waters, the
plants, the heavens, and how to come
at these enchantments is the rich and

royal man."
LOU I. SIGLER.
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The Jesuit Father, Michigan's
First Teacher
PART I.

For many days the Tribe
of the Wolf has waited the
return of their braves who

have gone to the east

to

trade with the "white men."

Great anxiety is evident and
runners have been sent out

in different directions to re

port any news to the Tribe.
The

leader of

the

group

• away on the trading jour
ney is Shawun, bravest of
the youths of the Tribe of
the

Wolf

Minnetaki,

daughter.

and

lover

of

the Chieftain's

The Chief, Ko

not, sits conferring with his
men. The maidens are husk

ing corn which the squaws

are bringing in.

Minnetaki

finds a red ear and cries:
"Ah! the red ear is mine!"

"Before many moons you
shall wed a warrior; you
shall wed a handsome hus

N INDIAN scene from a Mich

igan Historical Pageant, writ
ten and organized by members
of

the

Drama

and

Festival

class, and presented by students of the
Western State Normal School, before

the Michigan State Teachers' Associ
ation, Thursday morning, October 29.

ions.

band," respond her companMinnetaki then begins a dance

in which she depicts the adventures of
her lover—the cunning attack, the
capture, the scalping, the exaltation
over the victory, gradually swinging
into a dance of love and repoicing, in
which she is joined by her maidens.
At the end of the dance the Chief calls
Minnetaki to him and tells her that

1914.
Cast of Characters.

Konot, Chief of the Wolf Tribe
Raymond R. Jones
Minnetaki, Daughter of the Chief
Miss Helen Frost

Hajo, Medicine Man

Harley Holmes

Black-Robe, a Jesuit Father
Floyd Coburn
Shawun, Leader of the Braves and
Minnetaki's lover
J. H. Burt
Runners

William Bank

Hobart Lackey
Maidens, braves, squaws, old men
and children.

the clouds hang too low over the Tribe
for a dance of merriment and that if

the braves do not return by another
sunset, the dance must be one of
mourning for those "who have gone
to the Great and Good Spirit." Min
netaki tells him that she believes the

red ear of corn is a sign from the Great
Spirit of her lover's return for that
morning at dawn she had prayed unto
the Great Spirit for a sign of his com
ing. As the Chief starts to reply, a
runner is seen coming to the camp
bringing with him, as captive, a Jesuit
who has been deserted by the Hurons

in their flight from the Iroquois.

A
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controversy ensues in which the Med
icine Man, Hajo, gains the advantage
and the Father is tied to the stake.

At this point the arrival of Shawun
and the braves is announced.

Shawun

Jesuit Fathers among the Hurons.
Again the wrath of the Medicine Man
is aroused, but at the people's decision,
the priest is released and invited to re
main among them. A spirit of glad-

MINNETAKI, AS PLAYED BY MISS FROST

sees the tied captive
ward to release him.
ed, however, by the
mands his authority
pleads in the priest's

and rushes for
He is interrupt
Chief, who de
for it. Shawun
favor, telling of

the many miracles performed by the

ness is displayed by all. The children
flock about the priest to hear the sto
ries from his book. The Chief reminds
Minnetaki that it is the custom of the

Tribe to give the red ear of corn to the

brave of her choice.

She gives it to
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Shawun, and the maidens, in the spirit
of a prophecy fulfilled, surround the
lovers and call to Minnetaki:
"You
shall wed a husband! You shall wed
a handsome husband! And we shall

dance at your wedding feast!"

They

dance about them and then run laugh
ingly away and the camp gradually
scatters into groups. The children fol
low the Father closely and lurking
near is the Medicine Man, his hostility
still apparent.

PAGEANT GROUP

ITS ORGANIZATION AND PRE
SENTATION.

When the Drama and Festival Class

were told by Miss Forncrook that they
were to write an Indian Pageant
Scene to be presented before the State
Teachers' Association, the first diffi
culty that confronted them was the

fact that they knew next to nothing
about pageants, still less about writ
ing one.

was begun.

Several pageants were

carefully studied for inspiration. Miss
Forncrook had many interesting
things to tell about the St. Louis Pa
geant, given in St. Louis last spring.
The next step was to gain all possi
ble information of Indian life in the

early history of Michigan. We were
given innumerable references respect
ing the lives, modes, and customs of
the different tribes of Indians.

We

found so many things of interest con
cerning them that our difficulty was
to select any one incident upon which

The first task, then, was to study
pageants in general. For several days
any members of the class, searching the

to base our little scene, which was to

shelves in the library for such books

occupy a period of only thirty min

as

utes.

Percival Chubb's "Festivals and

Plays," and "Folk Festivals" by Mrs.

Each member of the class was then

Needham, would find that some other
member of the class had a corner on

requested to write

a description of

all the festival books. In spite of this

difficulty, one or two facts about pa

aginary one. These were read in class,
discussed, and finally handed over to

geants were absorbed and the work

a book committee.

either a real historical scene, or an im
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The problems of the book committee
were harder to solve than those of any
other committee. In the first place,
it was hard to decide upon any one in

breath, but my heart is filled with

cident to use.

man. Let him see only Thy face in
the light of the sun! Let not darkness
come to him—as shadowy forms of
wild spirits! Make him one of us."
But upon putting the first attempt
at dialogue to a test, it was found to
be much like the clinging ivy-vine re
quiring the support of the sturdy oak.
Upon suggestion, the "stake" was
produced to give some sort of climax
and show the temporary success of
the Medicine Man, hence heightening

Scenes that the class

had written based upon Pontiac's con
spiracy, the Pageant of St. Lusson and
the administrator of Louis Cass, the

first governor of Michigan, were all
good but seemed to bring out the more
brutal characteristics of the Indians,

to the exclusion of those finer quali
ties which they possessed. The com
mittee finally decided on an outline
which seemed true to the best in our

history, touched upon the earliest ed
ucation in Michigan, and paid some
tribute to the Jesuit Fathers. Work
ing the outline over into a presentable

fear.
Behold this black-robed white
brother and bless him! Make of him
a warrior brave—a brother to the red

the action.

A love theme was also in

troduced, and, combined with the story

of the priest, provided in a small de

scene was a difficult and terrible or

gree, plot, incident, crisis and action.

deal. In the first place, we could not
tell whether the weather would per
mit the pageant to be given out-ofdoors or not; and if it was to be given
in the gymnasium, we could not very
well have arrows, for instance, flying
around at random, or thrilling battle

—but, alas! the flowery parts were de

scenes.

fact that the words would most likely

Another obstacle was the dif

ficulty of arranging any sort of a cli
max

without a

curtain.

At

several

stroyed. Was the committee not able
to rebuild the speeches, making them

again rhythmical? No—time had con
tinued in her course and there could

be no changes made.
committee found

However, the

consolation in

the

not be heard.

Every member of the class was on

meetings of that committee all sorts of

some committee and the work organ

soecimens of dialogue were produced.
Some that rang of Longfellow's "Hia

one committee was to have more than

watha"—

its share of burdens.

"By the shores of Gitchesrooma.
By the shining biff sea waters."
The

influence

of

"Hiawatha"

was

plainly evident in
"You shall wed a warrior;
You shall wed a happy husband."
At last some dialogue was produced
that was flowing and poetic,—quite
elocment, in fact.

In this original mas

terpiece there was, alas! no lover, and

ized so that by division of labor no

The duty of the costume committee
was to obtain all possible information
about the costumes of the early Chip
pewa Indians, to purchase the mate
rial for the costumes, and to superin
tend the making of them. It became

necessary for the class to help make
costumes.

This was good practice,

inasmuch as each member of the class
felt she had a definite work to do,

the priest was not tied to a stake at

which always adds interest, and it

all. but was bravelv defended by the
chief's daughter, Minnetaki, just at

come acquainted with Indian mode of

the crucial moment when he was about
to be pierced bv the wicked arrows of
the Medicine Man and his fellow con

dress than if the costumes had been
furnished us. The services of Miss
Clark and the Domestic Art de

spirators.

At this point. Minnetaki

gave us a better opportunity to be

partment were invaluable and greatly

was to utter a praver which was really

appreciated.

ciuite noetic and beautiful:
"Oh.
Great Soirit, Great Manitou, I hear

tee, whose duty it was to determine

Thy voice in the rushing water, I hear
Thv whisper in the great oaks above!

manner of seating the audience.

My spirit

is

refreshed

with

Thy

There was an auditorium commit

upon the location of the stage and the
A

stage

properties

commit* ee
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INDIAN GROUP DANCE.

had charge of all the accessories of
the stage, the wardrobe of the actors,
and the returning of all borrowed or

(Maidens.)
Music:

The duty of the cast committee was
to find people for parts, and decide on
those who were best fitted for the va
rious characters.

The publicity committee had charge
of making the pageant public through
notices in the school and through the
columns of the daily papers.
There was also appointed a pro
gram, a photography, and a finance
committee. The first had charge of
the arrangement and printing of suffi
cient programs. The duty of the sec
ond was to have photographs of the
groups taken in the different stages
and show the progress of the pageant.
The duty of the last named commit

Formation, a circle.

I.

Arms folded high on chest, step right,
looking over left shoulder, step left,
looking over right shoulder. This step
eight times in all. (Eight measures
of music.)
II. (a) Caprice Step: Step right, feet to
gether; step right, hop on right foot,
left knee raised high. Each caprice
step takes one measure of music. Re
peat three times. Hands folded high
in front.

(b)
III.

IV.

tee was to look after the finances and

see that no materials were purchased
without a written permission from the
chairman, stating the kind and amount

of material, and the price to be paid

Skip

most artistic work of all was accom

backwards,

bending

for

ward. (Four measures.)
Face center, step right, left in back,
step right, left in back. Repeat twice.
Right hand shading eyes. Step left,
right in back, etc. Repeat three times.
(Eight measures in all.)
(a) • Arms folded in back, skip center
four counts, bending forward,
(b) Skip back four counts, heads up
and back.

Repeat (a) (b) twice.
V.

Repeat step II.

Finish: Omit (b) and skip forward off stage,
turning while skipping.

for it.

We will probably all agree that the

Mr. Crandall.
•

rented property.

Indian Bibliography.

Beach, Indian miscellany.

plished by the dance committee and

Brinton, Myths of the New "World.
Burton, American primitive music.

the

Catlin, Letters and notes on the manners of

music

committee.

The

former

was composed of four girls, who com
posed an original dance,—not using
the exact steps of any true Indian
dance, but admirably portraying the
true spirit of the Indian maidens. The
music for the prelude, group dance and
finale was composed by Mr. Jesse
Crandall, a student in the music de

partment. The composition was based
upon an Indian tribal melody, and
captivated the audience with its true
Indian ring.
This pagreant scene was presented
at the Michigan State Teachers' Asso
ciation, hot as an exhibition, but for

the purpose of presenting to the teach
ers of Michigan a specimen of the
work that can be accomplished in pa
geantry in the school. With this aim
in mind, and in view of the short time

allowed for preparation together with
the many other obstacles that had to
be faced, the class and all who took

part feel that their efforts have not
been in vain.
Drama and Festival Class.

American

Indians.

Channing & Lansing, Story of

the Great

Lakes.

Copway, History of the Ojibway nation.
Cooley, Michigan, its history and govern
ment.

Deming, Indian child life.
Eastman, Indian boyhood.
Eastman, Soul of the Indian.
Eastman, Wigwam evenings.

Farmer, History of Detroit and Michigan.
Fisher & Little, Kalamazoo county, Michi
gan.

Fletcher, Indian song and story.
Godfrey, Alsronquin Indians.
Hollands, When Michigan was new.
Hulst, Indian sketches.
Lanman, ed.. Red book of Michigan.
Lescarbot, History o± New France.
Michigan Pioneer and historical collections.
Parkman, Conspiracy of Pontiac.
Schoolcraft, History and conditions of In
dian

tribes.

Schoolcraft, Algic researches.
Thatcher, Indian traits.
Thwaites, Father Marquette.
Thwaites, ed., Jesuit relations.
United States, Bureau of Ethnology, Reports.

TTtley, Michigan as a province, territory and
State, Vol. 1.
""""NOTE—A program folder with a fine coyer design by
Miss Rose Netzorg was distributed to the audience.
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of one who was a great favorite with
us all.

To our

Teachers nowadays must

Students,

know

more

than

text

books and they must be
willing and able to do more than the
work

of

the

school-room.

Contact

with the world at large has become a
necessary qualification for success.

During the state meeting I had been
showing a visitor the buildings and
material equipment of our school, had
enlarged upon our excellent location

and view, our faculty and numbers of
students, successful graduates, and so

m

forth, and had expanded with, I trust,
pardonable enthusiasm and pride upon
the splendid promises for the future.
With consciousness of impression well

made, I asked him what he thought of
it all.

The Record feels sure that the many
friends of Miss Matie Lee Jones will
be glad to possess this little likeness

He thought well of it. And then he
went on to enlarge and expand much
as I had done, with real enthusiasm,
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too, not upon our beautiful buildings
and their locations and view, our fac

ulty, numbers of students, and suc
cessful graduates, nor upon our won
derful progress as an institution.
What had impressed him most was
the spirit of our students, as manifest
ed by their presence everywhere and
by their willingness and ability to
serve the people who were strangers
in the city. Intelligent, alert, courte
ous—efficient—he called them, the kind

that schools want, because they make
good teachers in the large sense of the
word.

It was indeed a compliment, of more
worth because it was sincere. Though
the meetings offered rare opportuni
ties in lectures, concerts, programs,
and exhibits, comparatively few stu
dents found time to avail themselves

of these opportunities because they
were busy serving our guests in a mul
titude of ways.
Choruses, ushers,
guides, waiters, decorators, errandboys were absolute necessities to the
success of the great convention. In

accepting these necessities as oppor
tunities

for

service

our

students

Training
School.

Your attention is called to
the large number of help
ful contributions from the

Training School, as compiled in the
Index.

Owing to

the nine

pages

given over to this matter, it is found
necessary to omit much interesting
material that otherwise would appear
in this issue.

In the December Rec

ord the Training School will be well
featured.

Practical

and suggestive

helps for Christmas will be given.
Watch for your Record, December
tenth.

Normal

As promised in the October

Field
Fund,

Record, a complete statement of the receipts and ex

penditures of the Athletic
Field Fund is here given.

Much ap

preciation is felt for the splendid co
operation of the Alumni and friends
of our school:

Receipts.

Student pledges paid
Alumni pledges paid

$ 361.85
358.00

Faculty pledges paid
Surplus from store, 1913-14

399-30
540.00

Helen Keller lecture

303.00

good spirit.

"You Never Can Tell"...
Contribution from Seniors

57.65
75°°
150.00

Have Made The visiting superinGood.
tendents throughout the

Lunch Room
Contributions from friends

proved their good judgment and their

From Tetrazzini Fund

state were loud in their

praises of the good work the graduates
of the Western State Normal School

are doing in the field.

This is cer

tainly very gratifying to the faculty,
and should likewise be an incentive

for all future graduates to do their
best, thus sustaining the reputation
established.

Do you have your Normal

Prove

Records

Christmas

40.00
1200.00

Surplus from store, 1914-15—

405.00

Total

_
$3889.80
Expenditures.
Labor, including teams, grad
ing, digging ditch, excava

tion for running track, etc...$26o4.37
Engineering
— _
63.68
Payments on notes

Records
Valuable,

—

bound?

Heads

~

-

$339105

Letters

are received daily asking
for Thanksgiving and
material.

Total

723.00

of

de

partments are able to refer students to

valuable bibliographies in our publi
cations. It is for your convenience
that the Record has, at large expense,
published in this issue a complete in
dex for the past four years.

Balance in bank Nov. 7, 1914

$498.75

Resolutions Adopted By the State
Teachers' Association.

To the members of the Michigan State
Teachers' Association:
Your committee on resolutions re

spectfully submits the following:
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WHEREAS, The success of this

meeting is largely due to the combined
efforts of many capable, willing and
loyal workers, be it
RESOLVED, That we extend to all

such gratitude and appreciation

for

their services in connection with this

meeting.

To the local committee on arrange
ments for their well-organized plans
in caring for the members of the As
sociation.
To the Kalamazoo Board of Educa

tion for the use of buildings and other
services rendered, also to the manage
ment of churches and all public build
ings.
RESOLVED, That the Association
reaffirms its belief in industrial and

agricultural education as a part of the
work of the public schools, and
RESOLVED, That the Association

hereby respectfully requests the Mich
igan Legislature of 1915 to pass a law
granting state aid to schools of this
description, to the end that our state
may be kept in the forefront of edu
cation.

RESOLVED, That we declare in

favor of legislation that will gradually
raise the requirements for certificates

to teach in Michigan, so that after a
few years the equivalent of a high
school course of study and an addi
tional reasonable amount of profes
sional training shall be the minimum
requirement for those entering upon
teaching.

RESOLVED, That we pronounce
in favor of larger school grounds, bet
ter and more sanitary school-houses
and better equipment for our schools,
and to this end we heartily approve
of the requirements of the Depart
ment of Public Instruction for a stand
ard school.

RESOLVED, That we recommend

that the next Legislature enact a law
which will put into the hands of the
proper State officials the power to pass
upon the sanitary conditions of all
school-houses and to approve plans
for new buildings.
RESOLVED, That we believe that

the movement to simplify the spelling
of the English language is in the in
terest of childhood and the extension

of English as a world language, and
we ask the higher institutions of learn

ing to lead the way in furthering the
cause.

RESOLVED, That we declare most

emphatically in favor of leaving the
primary school fund intact and that we
are opposed to the separation of state
and local taxes.

RESOLVED, That we favor the or

ganization of the public school system
of the state into kindergarten and six
elementary grades and six secondary
grades.
RESOLVED, That the teachers and
citizens give more attention to Arbor

Day in the cleaning and beautifying
of public grounds and of home sur
roundings.

RESOLVED, That the county
commissioner of schools should be ap
pointed by a county board of educa
tion.

RESOLVED, That specially adapt
ed professional training for county ad
ministrators and supervisors be pro
vided by the state institutions of high
er education.

RESOLVED, That in view of the

fact that Michigan is trying out a new
text-book law, we hold it inexpedient
that any new legislation on the sub
ject should be taken by the next Leg
islature.

RESOLVED. That we, the members
of the Michigan State Teachers' Asso

ciation, do hereby give our endorse
ment and support to the securing of
a retirement salary law for the teach
ers of the state.

FRED L. KEELER,
ERNEST BURNHAM,

WALTER H. FRENCH,
E. A. STRONG,
W. A. GREASON.

The report of the committee was
supplemented by two resolutions. One
expressed the opposition of the Asso
ciation to English sparrow bounty
law.
The last resolution was an enthu

siastic and hearty endorsement of
Equal Suffrage. We regret our lim
ited space forbids printing the same.
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WESTERN STATE NORMAL, 43;
ALBION COLLEGE, o.
The Western Normal football team

defeated Albion College on WinterLau field, Oct. 17, 43 to o.
The Methodists started out in their

well-known fashion and fought every

inch of the way, the score at the end
of the first quarter standing nothing
for either side.

Early in the second period the vis
itors being unable to repulse the lo
cal's strong defense, fell back for a
place kick. Corbat responded with a
perfect goal from the 20-yard line. A
touchdown was also made in the sec

ond period, on a forward pass from
place kick formation, Mcintosh to
Bek.

Corbat made it one more and

the score stood 17 to o at the end of
the first half.

The locals chose to receive the kick-

off at the beginning of the third peri
od, but being unable to make any ma
terial headway, punted to mid-field.
On the first play Corbat went off
tackle to Albion's 5-yard line and Yeakey carried the ball over on the next
play.

Welden replaced Yeakey at half and
did some fine open field running,
making the second touchdown in this
period.
Two touchdowns were added in the

last quarter, one by Bek on an end
run, and another by Nyland on a for
ward pass after Albion's line had held
for three downs on the 3-yard line.
The feature of the game was the in
dividual offensive work of Corbat. He

was always on his toes and never
failed to gain when called upon.
The Normal's line held well and Al

bion registered only one first down.

WESTERN STATE NORMAL, 28;
HILLSDALE COLLEGE, 7.

The Normals triumphed over the
Hillsdale football

team

on

Normal

field Oct. 31, in their fifth straight vic
tory.

The game was the best of the year.

It had to be, for the visitors had the

best team in years and it took all the
football the locals had to win.

Al

though the teachers slightly out-rush
ed their opponents, it was in punting
and forward passing that most of their
gains were made.

The pedagogues' line out-charged

the Hillsdale

forwards

in

the first

quarter and two touchdowns were
made during this period. The first
came from a forward pass, Mcintosh to
Killean. after Hillsdale had held us

for downs on the one-yard line and

punted out of bounds on the 25-yard
line. The second, however, was made

around right end by Charlie Welden.
The second period went scoreless,
with both teams fighting desperately,
but the visitors picked up between
halves and came back with a touch

down from the kick-off. The# great
run was made by Jackson, the visitor's
sensational left half, who carried the

ball 95 yards to the first score made
against the teachers since last year._
The game went into the final period
with the score 14 to 7, the visitors

fighting every inch of the way, but
early in this quarter the Normals
started the forward

passing game,

which so completely bewildered the
visitors that two

touchdowns were

made in rapid succession, Mcintosh to
Killean, and

Mcintosh to Thomas.

Both goals were added by Thomas,
and the game ended 28 to 7. The line
up:
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Hillsdale.

Reems

Normal.

_

L.E

_

Thompson

L.T

McKay

Manne

L.G

Possi
East
Possi

_

Re nn ie
Crane

C

H e11berg

_.....R.G

_

Possi

McCafferty
Roberts

R.T

_

Peach

Nyland
Oman

R.E

Cater

Q

Jackson

L.H

Brooks
Tarbell

R.H
F.B

WESTERN STATE NORMAL, 67;
FERRIS, o.

Killean

Thomas

Mcintosh
_
_

Welden
Yeakey
Bek
Corbat

Hyames
Summary: Touchdowns—Killean 2,
Welden, Thomas, Jackson. Goals from
touchdowns—Thomas 4, Tarbell. Ref
eree—Kennedy, Chicago.
Umpire—
Bennett, Michigan. Head linesman—
Cameron, Pennsy. Time of quarters—
15 minutes.

Handel's "Messiah" will be sung at
Christmas time this year by the Nor
mal School Chorus under the direction

of Mr. Harper C. Maybee.
The Chorus sang at the three con
certs given by the Russian Symphony
Orchestra during the State Teacher's

Convention, the work given

being

Mendelssohn's "Hymn of Praise." The
soloists for the cantata were Miss Saba

Doak, soprano, and Mr. William Fenton, tenor.

The Normal School Orchestra, un
der Mr. Maybee's direction, furnished
music for chapel October 20th. The

The "Highlanders" won an easy vic
tory over Ferris Institute on October

23. Score, 67 to o. The upstaters
were unable to make any consistent
gains after the first few minutes of

play, and after the first period the
game developed into a "walkaway"
lor the teachers.

WESTERN NORMALS WIN
CHAMPIONSHIP.
Hurrah! Western State Normal

clinched the title of state championship
of the Michigan Normal Schools on
Saturday by defeating Ypsilanti Nor
mal by the score of 10 to o.

Inci

dentally, it might be said with good
grace, that Western Normal has de
feated Olivet, Hillsdale, and Albion of

the M. I. A. A., thus entitling us to
top honors among the teams of the
State outside of M. A. C. and Michi
gan.

Men's Glee Club sang for chapel Oc
tober 27th. They appeared several
times on programs during the State
Teachers'

Convention.

The

Senior

Girls' Glee Club sang at the banquet
of the Western State Normal Alumni

during the convention of the State
meeting.
The juniors and seniors of the
music department met at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Maybee on Oct. 12 and
organized a Study Club to meet once
a month during the school year. Miss
Harriet Stears was elected president

and Miss Greta Edger secretary.

A
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program committee, composed of Mrs.
Bertha S. Davis, Miss Lucile Worden,

portraiture, landscape and figure work.
This

collection

was

brought

here

Bowen and Miss Mildred Barrett, was

through the Kalamazoo Art Associa
tion, remaining on view for three

named to plan the year's program. The
last meeting was held at the home of

weeks.
The exhibition of school art work

Miss Hootman on Oakland Drive. The

from many of the larger cities in our
state was conceded by every one to be

Miss Grace Henion,

Miss Dorothy

program was given as follows:
Paper, "Growth of American Music"

by

_
Lucile Campbell
Miscellaneous Program.
Song, "The Nightingale and the Rose"
(Hawley)
Greta Edger
Piano, "From an Indian Lodge (Macdowell)
Louise Honey
Song, "At Dawning (Cadman)
-

-

Ra1ph B1oem

Songs, "The White Dawn is Stealing"
(Cadman) ; "From the Land of the
Sky Blue Water" (Cadman)
Dorothy Bowen

Piano, "Venetian Love Song" (Nevin) ; "The Gondoliers" (Nevin)......
Dorothy Teller
The Junior Girls' Glee Club meets

regularly on Wednesday for rehearsals
under the direction of Mrs. Bertha S.

Davis.

They appeared for the first

time in chapel November 17.
Another musical organization which
has recently been formed is the High
School Chorus, which meets for re

hearsals each Wednesday.
ART NOTES

Have you seen the new collection of

beautiful pottery in the cabinet on
the second floor corridor?
It is "Vasecraft" ware from New

Jersey.

It is for sale, prices most

reasonable. Very desirable Christmas
gifts. For further information i nquire in the Art Department.

the best ever shown at a teachers' con
vention.

The Art Section presented two ex
cellent programs during the conven
tion, that were unusually well at
tended. On Friday morning the prin
cipal address was given by Henry Tur
ner Bailey of Boston.
A luncheon was served to over one
hundred art teachers
and invited

friends in the Training School play
room, under Miss Mary Moore's di
rection.

The decorations were inter

esting Hallowe'en effects worked out
by Misses Spencer and Netzorg, with
art students assisting.
The afternoon program consisted of
a Round Table, led by Miss Judson,
on the subject of "The Correlation of
the Arts." Miss Mary Hatton of Ypsilanti gave a fine review of their work,
illustrated with examples in weaving,
clay modeling, sand table and con
struction work. Miss Agnes Van Buren of Grand Rapids gave an excellent
paper on her work in the High School,
and Miss Florence Fitch, a former
Kalamazoo girl, now Supervisor of
Art in Indianapolis, gave a most help
ful talk on the many-sided work being
done in the Indianapolis schools in
correlating the art, manual and domes

tic art. It was profusely illustrated
by children's work and also a number
of excellent slides.

These slides were

shown to all the art classes, domestic

Did you visit the fine exhibition of

art at the new High School during or
following the Teachers' Convention?

It consisted of a collection of 30 can
vasses from the Chicago Society of
Painters, representing the work of
some of the best known painters in

art and manual training classes on
Monday and Tuesday following the
convention. Miss Goldsworthy was

re-elected chairman for the following
year, and Miss Beulah Wadsworth of
Kalamazoo city schools was re-elected
secretary.
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NORMAL RECORD INDEX
Vol. I, II, III, IV.
Accuracy of detail in work of George Eliot—
Georgie A. Cook
Action plays—Matie Lee Jones
Adams, Harold—Letter from

Adams, Henry C.—Three steps in rural prog

111:305
II :318
Ill :350

ress (Address)
II :303
Addams, Jane, Day with—Katherine Shean.. 11:353
Adonais—Lois H. Decker
1: 78

(1910-1914)

Aurand district agricultural and domestic
science club—Guy F. Thenen
Ill: 67
Authorities quoted (Editorial)
111:194
Ayres, Frank M.—How letter writing is
taught in Illinois, Michigan and Indiana
high

schools

1:366
B

Adventures while working my way through
college

Ill :65

Advice to beginning students

(Editorial)

.. II. 17

Aegean sea—William McCracken
IIT :362
Africa, Scenes in Tangier—Flora E. Hill
II: 92
Agriculture, Government publications on—
Catherine

Koch

II: 66

Agriculture in Egypt—Neva Drummond and
Helen Barnett
IV :103

Agricultural

club,

Aurand

district—Guy F.

Thenen

Ill: 67

Agricultural education—bibliography
Alaska, Wanted, a government for—Gertrude

1:413

Hollenthal

1:281

Alice in Wonderland (Play)—Fourth grade..
Alternating current

generator—John

Alumni activities II :30,

69,

101.

1:410

Giese. .TTI :271

363; III :25,

31,

273, 358: IV :305. 402.

American

art,

Exhibition

of...'.

IV:311

Amphictyon society 1:46: 11:137, 182, 187; 111:18,
86,

158,

239, 350,

354; IV:34,

154, 195,

227,

348.

Amusements. Sane (Editorial)
Andrews, Helen—Kindergarten
Spring

II :219
department.. 1: 17

story

Anniversaries.

II :306

(See Decennial and Shakespeare).

App. Sue—

From a junior standpoint
Imagination and play
Montessori system contrasted

Ill :105
111:218
with

the

Froebel

IV:133

Appearances (Editorial)
Applied art (Editorial)
Aprjreciation (Editorial)
Arbor Day (Poem)—Fifth
Arbor Day addresses

1:368
TV :226
IV :392
1: 6
III :351

grade
II :294-304 ;

Arbor Day lesson plan for first grade—Ruth
Payne

IV :268

Arbor Day orations (1912)—Marie F. Bishop IT:294
(19131—Ruth

E.

Snow

III.R03

Arbor Day nrograms
(1910)
1:22.
116;
(1912)
11:237. 267, 292, 311; (1913) ITT :274, 275, 314.
322, 351; (1914) TV :264, 316, 356.
Arbor Day verses (Poem)—Seventh grade.. I: 7
Arehart,
Ira
J.—Examples of community
service

Ill: 42

Arithmetic. Teaching of—Emilie Townsend.. 1:315
Arnold.
Benedict,
Justification of—Vernon
Culp
I: 8
Art—Eva Vaughn
111:265
Art (American), Exhibition of
IV :R11
Art, Department of
1:42; 111:115; TV:111
Art materials. Bibliography of
IV :183
Art of recreation
Asia.
News from

1:127

far

east—Edith

Grimes

Kirby

II :349

Assembly, Training School.
(See Training
school assemblies).
Assembly Programs. 1:126, 172, 208, 255, 294, 330
374., 412; 11:29. 70, 110, 148, 189, 227, 230
268, 320, 374; 111:81, 116, 200, 244, 360; IV: 67
198.

Assembly
programs,
Paul Hickey

an

opportunity—T.
11:102

Association, Home and school—T.
weather
Athletic field

Athletics. 1:12, 21, 50,
407; 11:23, 67, 107,
111:28, 74, 109, 112,
357; IV:29, 32, 60,
313, 342, 392, 400.
Attendance, Growth in

Audubon, John

86,
143,
157,
68,

124,
185,
198,
113,

A.

Stark
1: 3
IV:32, 342

167,
223,
.238,
153,

252,
265,
277,
191,

(Editorial)
James—Wallace Blood

329,
313,
318,
235,

371
361
354
274

Bacon, Mercedes A.—Stop, look *nd listen
(Editorial)
II :138
Balkan question—William McCracken
Ill :146
Bangs, John Kendrick—On Daphne's Easter
hat (Poem)
11:258

Barnett, Helen and Neva Drummond—Agri
culture in Egypt
IV :103
Barnum, Edith C.—Government reports used
in grades one and two
II: 62
Social motive in school work
111:137
in first grade
IV :175
and
Charles
Jickling—Sci

Experiment
Barnum,
Lee,
ences

1: 43

Basketball. Eighth grade
111:236
Bassett, Harry Kendall—Oral versus written
composition
1:313
Baughman, Maude—Environment versus hered
ity
n :257
Letters

Bean, C

of

Charles

Lamb

...

111:181

A.—Normal literary society

I: 46

Bean, C A. (See also Lefevre, C. A.)
Beauty and beast
(Dramatization)—Fifth
grade
Ill :343
Becky Sharp, Character of Thackeray's—Ruth
M. Turnell

1:402

Bed making
Bek, Nellie M.—Amphictyon

IV: 58
1:46

society

Thomas

II :345

Bettes,
Audrey—Examples
service

of
t

community

HI :339

Bibliographies.—

Material for Easter celebrations
.Asrricultural education

Manual

training

1:373
1:413

; .. II :228

Works on mathematics suitable for high
schools
II :270

Thankseriving

HI: 21

Festivals

HT :270

Geography references
Use of pronouns

IV: 18
TV: 55
IV: 56
.TV. 142
IV :183

Materials for regional geography
Current geography in current literature.
Art materials
Domestic science

Kindergarten—primary materials
Biography of a turkey—Eighth grade
Bird day nrograms.

IV :183

IV :189
1:158

(See Arbor Day).

Birds of Killingworth (Dramatization)—Third

grade
Birdsell, A. J.—Country young people

* :424
IV :261

Bishop, Marie.—
#
Life of lower class as pictured in Oliver

Twist

•.••

1:367

Bibliography of works on mathematics
suitable for high school library
II :270

Tree oration (1912)
Blind,. Michigan school

Lefevre

for—C.

Anthony

11:294

IJ :3°7

Blood, Wallace—John James Audubon
1:36
Boiler room—George Jacobson
HI :272
Bolster, Lon—Broader life
Ill :311
Bookshelf. 1:135, 176, 215, 256, 296, 335, 376, 417
11:34, 76, 116, 155, 197, 240, 243, 245, 280, 283,
285, 328; 111:119, 162. 255, 284; IV: 171.
Boosting the Normal (Editorial)—Bessie V.
Simon

11.312

Bordner, John S.—Clubs for farm boys
Ill :150
Bowen, Arthur—Educational value of manual
training
HI:26(>
Amphictyon Society
IV :34, 154
Bowen. Ray L.—Special classes in Kalamazoo

IV :107
schools
1:36 Boy scout movement—Eleanor Gardner

I :H3

1:284
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Boyd—Ona T-—Journalistic .ideal (Editorial)..
Boys, Charles E.—Surgical emergencies of the

1:328

school room

II ;172

Boys will be boys—Leah B. Unruh
Ill :227
Braley, Esther—Library... .1:11. 191; 11:28; IV: 21
Breathing, Thoughts on (Editorial)
1-327
Briggs, Carrie—Domestic science and art.... 1:45
Broader lift;—Lon Bolster
111:311
Brooks, Kendall P.—Some incidental observa
tions

Brown,

of

German

Myrtle

schools

1:197

B.—Dorothy Weston's

take
Examples of community service
Brown and Gold.
1:369; 11:317;

mis

Ill :101
Ill :340
111:181, 274;

IV:186, 228, 265, 307, 398.

Browning's (Robert) Saul—Delia Sibole
111:224
Bryant, Lora—James Fennimore Cooper
IV:139
Buell, Jennie—Grange lecturers' conference.. 1:22
Bulb planting—First, Second and Third
grades
111:73; IV:265
Bulletin for Arbor and Bird day (Editorial). .IV :305
Burnham, Ernest.—

Special courses for rural school teachers
in state normal schools

I- 69

Frontier in education
Rural Education

II =249
Ill: H

Business of education (Editorial)

IV: 61

Classical club, 11:29, 137, 182; 111:90, 354; IV: 34
118, 200, 276, 318, 350.

Cleaning house (Editorial)

1:291

Clemens, Samuel L., Mark Twain as a repre
sentative humorist—Kathryn McNamara

1:323

Clifford,

Elzie

Clothing,
Gage

Child

Campbell, Edith—Problem in the marble faun. 1:201
Campbell, Mrs. Minnie—New year's festival. .IV:182
Canada, Trip to—Eighth grade
.Ill: 28
Canal boat on the Erie canal—Seventh grade..Ill: 28
Care of mouth and throat—Blanch N. Epler 1.353

Carlyle and Emerson—Myrtle White
11:350
Carlyle and Goethe—Theda Shaw
111:266
Carney, Mabel—Farm problem and its solu
tion
I:1M
Carol of decoration—Seventh grade
1:158
Carrel. Ora May—Michigan nature study and
school garden association
.*
Ill :106

Cassell, Nellie—Rural sociology seminar..
Celery, Growth of, in Kalamazoo—Belle W.

1:47

Sweetland

I =399

Changing the
commercial map—Carl F.
Rogers
Ill :187
Chapel exercises—Bessie M. Stahl (Editorrial)
U:103
Hazel Hicks (Editorial)
11:221
Character in education—Nettie DePagter
1:38
Character of Thackeray's Becky Sharp—Ruth
M. Turnell
I:402
Characteristics

of

English coffee houses

of

eighteenth century

II: 55

Chattanooga, Tennessee, Two
Hallenbeck
(Editorial)

On

IV :392

the simple art

1:327
Ill: 18

Chicago, Impressions of—John E. Fox
playground,

1:200

system

11:176
Chicago, Visit in—Emelia M. Goldsworthy. . II:132
Child welfare exhibits
111:100; IV:115
Choosing a school (Editorial)
IV :306
Chorus activities 1:334, 375 ; II :72, 280, 331; III: 81
247; IV:149, 269, 312.

Christmas books,

111:351
111:222

of—Lucy

College shrine in concrete—Earl L. Minch... Ill :227
Colonies, Comparative study of social and
economic

Comedy

conditions

characters

in—Carl

of Sheridan

Cooper

and

111:183

Steele,

Comparison of—Irene Lane
II: 13
Commencement (Editorial)—George Sprau.. 1:405
Commencement programs.
(1910).
1:51; (1911).
1:411: (1913). 111:359; (1914). IV:314, 398, 406
Commercial map, Changing—Carl F. Rogers. .Ill :187
Commissioner of schools, Work of county... .IV.141
Community Service, Examples of
111:339

Co-operative store
Comparative study

._
of

social

.IV :345
and

economic

conditions in the colonies—Carl Cooper. .Ill :183

Comparison of comedy characters of Sheridan
and

Steele—Irene Lane

Oral

versus

II: 13

written—Harry

Kendall Bassett
Comstock consolidated school—A. M.

Nutten.

1:313
I: 33

Consolidated school, Comstock—A. M. Nutten..I: 33
Construction work. Seventh grade
ni:112
Fifth grade
Ill :276
Constructive handwork for lower
Adele M. Jones
Cook, Georgie A.—
Cloister and the hearth

Accuracy

of detail in work

grades—
II :134

III.222

of George

Eliot

HI =305

Examples of community service

Cooking class, Boys' in fifth grade
Cooper, Carl—Comparative study of

TTT:341

11:308
social

and economic conditions in the colonies. .111:183

Cooper, James Fennimore—Lora Bryant

IV :139

Corn improvement association
Ill :114, 158
Correlation at Tuskegee—J. T. Williamson. .Ill :337
Costume party—Katherine Mulry
1:318

Country life conferences. 1:22 ; II :78. 144 ; III.240
Country young people—A. J. Birdsell
IV:261
County commissioner of schools, Work of....IV:141
Crandall, Jesse W.—Window opposite
Ill :142

Criticisms, Literary—Gertrude L. Failing
IV: 15
Cross, Arthur C.—Teaching of history in sev
enth and eighth grades
IV :217

Culp, Vernon—Justification of Benedict Arn
old

I:

History

8

1: 44

Cultural and vocational opinions

IIT :179

Current history course—Florence Roselle
111:352
Current history in current education—T. Paul
Hickey
IV.173
D

I" :228

of being cheerful
Chemical works (Dow)—Dale Maltby
Chicago, South park
of—Hilda Joseph

address

exhibit

days at—Ora

Chautauqua (Editorial)
Cheerfulness

day

welfare

HI :100
Clubs for farm boys—John S. Bordner
111:150
Coffee houses of eighteenth century, Charac
teristics of English
II: 55

Composition,

California—painters' playground—Emelia M.
Goldsworthy
II :343
California, Summer trip to—Emelia M.
Goldsworthy
1:117; 11:175. 272
Camera club—Neva Saunders
IV :389
Cameron,
N.
W.—Moving
pictures
in
schools
IV :293

M.—Arbor

Clorister and hearth—Georgie Cook

Best (Editorial)

.Ill :109

Christmas eve customs—Christina Rossetti.. 1:158
Christmas eve in the good old times
1:158
Christmas festivals 1:116, 178, 196, 210; 11:57, 145
IV:60, 109, 155.

Christmas in song—Florence Marsh
Christmas pictures, Where to purchase
Christmas prophecy of the east wind—Clar
ence Rowe

Christmas reading, Suggestions for
Christmas tree, South American.

grade

1:169
1:160
.IV: 97

1:160

Sixth

IV.146

Christmas work at training school—Eleanor
Judson
II :103

Class history (1913)—Eighth grade

IV : 24

Dances, Third grade
111:234; IV:147
Dancing, Religious—Lucile Fleugal
IV: 17
Day, Harry F.—Heredity and eugenics
Ill :297
1: 32
Day at Lake farm
Day with Jane Addams—Katherine Shean... 11:353
Debating club.
(See Hickey debating club).
Decennial celebration, IV:314, 381, 384, 391, 402
406.

Decker, Lois H.—Adonais

1: 78

DeLongpre (Paul), Visit to home of—Emelia
M. Goldsworthy
11:251
Denney, Jessie R.—His gift
IV: 97
Lyric. (Poem)
IV.178
Densmore, Ida M.—Problem of noon hour
1:393
Waste in education

II :169

DePagter, Nettie—Character in education.. 1:38
Department of practice—Nellie McConnell... 1:14
Descriptions of persons—Seventh grade...... II :263
Design and drawing in manual- training,
Need of—H. M. Kurtzworth
III :257

Detail, Accuracy of, in work of George Eliot—
Georgia A. Cook
...111:305
DeVinney, Laura—More industrial education
in public schools (Editorial)
1:369
DeVries, Hugo. (See Vries, Hugo de).
Dialogs in fourth grade
HI :196
Diary of Pericles, Extracts from—Ninth
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grade

II :304

Dick Whittington and his

cat

(Dramatiza

tion)—Fourth grade

1:245

Dickens. Life of lower class as pictured In
Oliver Twist—Marie Bishop
1:367
Dickinson, Walter B.—Play—a national force 11:129
Dodge, Richard E.—Improvement of rural
education

1:153

Domestic art, Department of
Domestic science, Department

of
Domestic science club, Aurand district—Guy
F.

Thenen

1: 45
I: 45
Ill: 67

Dorothy Weston's mistake—Myrtle B. Brown.Ill :101
Doubt, Experience of—Edith May Trattles... 1: 36
Dow chemical works—Dale Maltby
Ill: 18
Downing, E. R.—Impressions of Naples
1:359

Drama,

Tender

husband

Taming of the
Jeanne D'Arc
Rivals
Piper

1:373, 411

Shrew

II ;266
II :272

Ill :i99
HI :319
IV :206, 275
IV :276
IV :316

You never can tell
King Dido
Merry Wives of Windsor
Drama. Comparison of the comedy charac

ters of Sheridan and Steele—Irene Lane II: 13

Drama. The play's the thing—Mary Master
Needham
1:238
Drama, Some phases of—Florence Marsh... 1:316
Drama league
II :267
Dramatizations.—

Trading scene
1: 34
Hiawatha
1: 54
King of the Golden river
I -118
Dick Whittington and his cat
1:245
Pied Piper of Hamelin
1:362
Alice in Wonderland
I ;4io
Birds of Killingworth
1:424
Robin Hood and the tinker
11:97
Mary of Plymouth
111:195
Beauty and Beast
Ill :343
Draper, Agnes T.—First requirement of a
teacher (Editorial)

II :222

Drawing and design in manual training, Need
of—H. M. Kurtzworth
Dreams (Poem)—Vanessa Perry

Ill :257
1:398

Dreams of yesterday (Poem)—George Sprau.IV: 53
Drummond, Neva, and Helen Barnett—Ag
riculture in Egypt
Duck lake, Description of—Eighth grade
E

IV :103
1:333

••

Easter Bunnie (Poem)—Second grade
1:378
Easter celebrations, Bibliography of material
for
I ;373
Eberstein, Shirley—Latin and German
1:41
Economics.
Misery—an economic problem—
Bert Ford
11:178
Economics, Home—Florence Pray
II :105
Editor's lament (Poem)
11:207
Education, agricultural, Bibliography of.... 1:413
Education, Business of (Editorial)
IV: 61
Education, contemporary, Point of view of—
M. V. O'Shea
1:233
Education,
Current
history
in—T.
Paul
Hickey
IV :173
Education, Department of
1: 39
Education, Frontier in—Ernest Burnham.... 11:249
Education, Ideals in—E. A. Lyman
II: 49
Education, Industrial
IV: 50
Education, industrial, More in public schools
(Editorial)—Laura DeVinney
1:369
Education, Play in—Bruce E. Millikin
11:213

Education,

Rural—Ernest

Education,

Rural,

Burnham

Improvement

of—Richard

Educational association in Washington—Mary
Ensfield

IV :102
research,

Charles
Educational

H. Judd
systems—Montessori

Educational

value of

with

Froebel—Sue

Normal

manual
C.

App

school

and—

1: 29
contrasted

Egypt, Wells in—Mabel Tyler

IV:133

....!!lV:103

Activities

1:4i5

Handwork
Trip to Canada
Parliamentary drill
Basketball
Class history.
(1913)
Shop work
Memorial fund
Physical nature study
Electricity

II :309 '
JJI: 28
HI :235
III.236
IV: 24
IV: 63
IV :396
IV :396
u .329

Elementary schools, General exercises in
IV :295
Elephant hunt—Fourth grade
11:262
Elijah (Oratorio)—Chorus
II: 72
Eliot, George, pseud. (Mrs. Mary Ann Evans
[Lewes] Cross).
Accuracy of detail
in work of—Georgie A. Cook
Ill :305
Ellis Island, Visit to—William McCracken.. Ill: 60
Emergencies, Surgical, of the school room—
Charles E. Boys
II :172
Emerson, Carlyle and—Myrtle White
11:350

Emerson's challenge (Editorial)
English, Department of
English,

IIT :153
1:40 ; II: 59

Instruction in—Bertrand L. Jones..

1: 49

English, Practical work in—George Sprau.. II: 59
English coffee houses of eighteenth centrry,
Characteristics of
Enrollment, Growth in

II: 55
IV :107

Enrollment of Kalamazoo public schools—S.
O. Hartwell
1:273
Ensfield, Mary.—
Rural observation school
1: 16
My first educational association in Wash
ington
IV :102
Environment versus heredity—Maude Baughman

II :257

Eoler, Blanch N.—Care of mouth and throat. 1:353
Equal suffrage association
II :110 : TV :352

Erie canal. Canal boat on—Seventh grade.. ITI: 28
Erminie (Opera)—Choral union
1:334, 374
Erosophian society, 1:47; 11:137, 182; 111:354; IV:
39, 195, 350.

Errors in use
bett

of

pronouns—Edith M.

Esprit de corps (Editorial)
Establishment of Western Normal,
of—George

Ethics

of

S.

GarIV:53,

98
IV :333

Sketch

Waite

getting

a

1: 65

position—Carrie

W.

Minar

TV :135

Eugenics. Heredity and—Harry F. Day

TTT:297

Examinations
(Editorial)
ITT :154
Example of handwork—Bernice McMartin.. .FT-229
Examples of community service
TTT.339
Exhibition of American art
IV :311
Exhortation (Editorial)
IV :393
Experience of doubt—Edith Mav Trattles
I: 36
Experiment in first grade—Edith Barnum
IV:175
Expression, Department of
1: 40

Extension department
Extracts
from
grade

1:81: IT:269: TV:141, 187

Diary

of

Pericles—Ninth
II :304

F

Faculty,

Toast

to—Addie

Robins

IV :185

Failing, Gertrude L.—Literary criticisms
IV:15
Far east, News from—Edith Grimes Kirby. . TT:349
Farm boys. Clubs for—John S. Borduer.. . .IIT :150
Farm problem and its solution—Mabel Carney
1:193
Feighner, Esta—Vice-President's special
1:162
Festivals. (See Thanksgiving, Christmas and
New Year's festivals).
Festivals, Bibliography of material on—Elva
Forncrook
ni :270

Few facts about Washington (State)—George
W.

Sievers

1:321

Fifth grade contributions.—

Arbor day

training—Ar-

m :260
Ill :262

Ehrenfeld. Charles L.—John Coulter Hockenberry—an appreciation of his work and
character
jv ; 11
Eighth grade contributions.—
Biography of a turkey
1:158
Lover's lane
1:333
Description of Duck lake
1:333

Ill: 11

E. Dodge
1:153
Education, School gardening a fundamental
factor in—LeRoy H. Harvey
111:97
Education,
Vocational, for girls—Charlotte
A. Waite
II :289
Education, Waste in—Ida M. Densmore
11:169
Education of blind, Mich, school for—C.
Anthony Lefevre
II :337
Education of Romans—Mabel Tyler
IV :302
Educational

thur Bowen
Egypt—William McCracken

Egypt, Agriculture in—Neva Drummond and
Helen Barnett
IV :103

(Poem)

Pied piper of Hamelin (Dramatization)..
Jelly-fish

(Story)

1:

6

1:362

H: 60
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INDEX

Boys' cooking class
My Rules (Poem)

II :308
Ill: 26

Rules for our school (Poem)
Seed Journeys
Visit to Olympian games
Sending for folders
Basketry
;

Ill: 26
111:72
111:111
111:197
HI :197

Man in the moon

111.275

Beauty and beast (Dramatization)
Ill :343
Shop work
IV : 63
Filler (Poem)—Deems Taylor
II :329
Finch, Beulah—From a junior's standpoint. .IV: 19
First grade, Experiment in—E. C. Barnum. .IV :175
First grade, Government reports used in—E.
C. Barnum
H: 62
First grade contributions.—

May day activities
Visit to

Snow

I =414

farm

1:414

(Poem)

11:262

Indian lullaby (Poem)

?JI:26

Rug

Letter about squirrels
An experiment

HI 'HI
IV: 62
IV :175

Limericks

IV :394

Our wigwam
Bulb planting

Ill: 26
HI: 73

weaving

First requirement of a teacher (Editorial)—

Agnes T. Draper
Fish food—plankton
Fisheries, Michigan

II :222
1:208
1:207

Flower table—Fourth grade
Flunker's lament (Poem)

IV: 24
1:401

Folk-lore, Study of (Editorial)

IV :305

Folk-lore in Michigan—Bertrand L.
Football from « girl's standpoint

Jones. .IV :297
IV: 71

Ford, Bert—Misery—an economic problem.. 11:178
Forestry in the United States—Minerva Graf. 1:400
Formulae of geography—L. H. Wood
IV :213
Forncrook, Elva—Story telling hour
ITI :220
Bibliography of material on festivals. .Ill :270
Forth bridge, On road to—Alice Louise Marsh 11:253
Fourth

grade contributions.—

View from our window (Poem)
Planting of the beech tree (Poem)
Dick Whittington and his cat (Dramati

1:
1:

zation)

1:245

Alice in Wonderland
Travel talks

Pygmies
Elephant

(Play)

6
7

1:410
11:262

II :262
11:262

hunt

Nature study

II :307

Geography, Suggested outline for fifth grade—
Lavina Spindler
IV :101
Geography, Use of relief outline maps in.. II: 26
Geography club
IV :354
Geography in current literature for the year
—L.

H.

Geography

Wood

IV:142

references

Georgia,

educational and agricultural—D.

1:278

Department of

German club
German school,
son

1:243

German schools, Some incidental observations
of—Kendall P. Brooks

Glee

club,

Goethe,

Men's

Carlyle

Goldsworthy,

IV :234,
and—Theda

Summer

trip

Western

IV :146
IV :146

Sand

IV :230

table

Fox, John E.—Impressions of Chicago
French, Anna—Hiawatha—a dramatization..

1:200
1:54

French music, Modern—Beulah A. Hootman. .IV :151
Freneau, Philip—Ruth M. Warren
Ill :223
Friendship, Student (Editorial)
Ill: 70
Froebel system of education, Montessori sys
tem

contrasted with—Sue C.

App

IV:133

From a junior standpoint (Toast)—Sue App. 111:105
Frontier in education—Ernest Burnham
,. IT :249
Frost, Helen—Training school gymnasium. .Ill :155

Fuller, H. H.—Class year book

(1914)

IV :228

G

Gage, Lucy.—
Recent criticisms of kindergarten
Montessori method (Editorial)
Child welfare exhibit of clothing
Galahad of the market place (Review)

Garbett,

Edith

M.—^Errors

in

use of

I: 73
II :260
111:100
1:171

pro

nouns

IV:53,

98

Gardening, School, a, fundamental factor in
education—LeRoy H. Harvey

Ill: 97

Gardner, Eleanor—Boy scout movement

1:284

Garfield, Charles—Tale Of the rings (Arbor
day address)
11:298
Garinger, Earl—Iron mining industry of
Minnesota
General exercises in elementary schools
Geography, Formulae of—L. H. Wood

Geography,
Wood

Materials

for

regional—L.

399

Ill :266

drawing

to

California

and

1:117

manual

training

association

1:397

Visit to Chicago
Letter from' California

H :132
11:1 <5

Visit to home of Paul de Longpre.... 11:261
Letter from California
II :272
California—painters' playground
H :343
Abranam Lincoln
m ;217
Goldswortny, Octavia—Message of New Year's
bells (Poem)
IV:190
Goodrich,

Bessie Bacon.—

Playgrounds:

their

growth

in

Kalama

zoo

i:

housekeeping

in

third

grade

5

1:276

Government publications.—

Lucia Harrison
II: 63
Catherine Koch
U: 66
Florence Pray
n :105
Government reports used in grades one and
two—E. C. Barnum
II: 62
Governors at Normal
II :lll
(irauie, Helen, and Clara M. Parmelee—School
room gymnasium in grade two
IV:309

Graf,

Minerva—Forestry

in

the

United

States

1:400

Grammar. Errors in use of pronouns—Edith
M. Garoett
1V:53, 98
Grange conventions
1:22; 11:78, 144 ;1II :240
Grteay for gold—A. Thorsberg
1V :219

Growth of celery in
Swettland
Guidance, Vocational
Gymnasium, Training

Letter writing
Fable writing

Shaw

Emelia M.—

Growth

IV: 24

1:197

Getting rushed (Editorial)
Ill :153
Giese, John—Alternating current generator. .111:271

Ill :195

HI :196

1: 41
HI :350, 354 ; IV :350
to—Lewis F. Ander

Visit

Dramatization of history work

Dialogs

B.

Jewell

German,

Ill: 26
IIT: 72

Flower table

H.
IV: 18

Swings (Poem)
Log cabin
Trip to Oakwood

HI: 72

(Bibliography)—L.

Wood

Urten, Ethel B.—Visit to Zealand factories.. II: 15

Grocery store (training school;

111:155

Growth,

1x1:193

Personal

in

(Editorial)

attendance

(Editorial)

1V:107

Kalamazoo—Belle

school—Helen

W.

1:399
........IV: *9
Frost. .Ill :165

H

Hallenbeck,

Ora—Two days

at

Chattanooga,

Tennessee
Hallowe'en festival—Gertrude Stetler
Hamlet on the stage—Carrie W. Minar

Ill :228
Ill: 19
IV :219

hanawork (Constructive) for lower grades—
Adele
M. Jones
11:134
Handwork, Example of—Bernice McMartin. .Ill :229
Handwork in eighth grade
II :309
hantr, Carl—Normal literary society
IV: 38

Hardy

(Thomas)

Maude

and

George

Meredith—

Ude

IV:137

Harrison, Lucia—Government publications... II: 63
Hartwell, S. O.—Enrollment in Kalamazoo
public schools
1:273
Harvey, LeRoy H.—
School gardening a fundamental factor
in education
Ill: 97
Science and society
.IV :381

Haskell, Frances—Physical training
Hawthorne, Nathaniel—Delma Lauffer
Headwork (Editorial)—T. Paul Hickey

1: 14
Ill :312
11:221

Heffernon, Winifred E.—

Staying

with

Tense

11:216

Dramatization of history work by fourth

II :340
IV :295
IV:213

grade
HI :195
Henshaw, Alice C.—Morris as poet, crafts
man, and socialist
II :255
Heredity, Environment versus—Maude Baugh-

IV: 56

Heredity and eugenics—Harry F.

H.

man

II :257

Day

111:297
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Her only treasure—Sixth grade
Hermit—Oscar Rabbers

111:27
Ill :268

Hertzog, W. S.—John Coulter Hockertberry—
an appreciation of his work and char

acter

tion school)—Anna French

1-54

Hickey, T. Paul.—

(Editorial)

I ;250

An opportunity (Editorial)
Headwork (Editorial)
Skating song
Current history in current education

Hickey debating club

Hicks, Hazel—All students
chapel (Editorial)

High school department

II:102
II ;221
Ill :221
IV:173

IV :227, 354

should

attend

roe,

W.

S.

II :221

1:17 ; II :71;" IV: 80

Hertzog and Charles

L.

jy. 9

Hoffman, E. Marie—Arbor day 'address.'.'.'.'.Ill :351

Holland, Street in—Frank A. Manny
I: 77
Hollenthal, Gertrude—Wanted—a government
for Alaska
j .£81
Holt, Harry de

Percial.—

Man's pilgrimage (Poem)
TJ: 96
Toiler's repast (Poem)
11:100
Spineless man
['[ jj .'j3g
Home and school association—J. A. Stark
weather

____

J.

o

Home economics—Florence Pray .'.'.'.'.'.'.""' II '105
Homely philosophy
'.'.'.'." "IV •' 58
Hootman, Beulah A.—Modern French'music'.'.IV-151
Horace.—

To

Leuconoe

(Translation

of

Ode II

Book I)—Edith May Trattles
.' I- 7
Ode XIV (Translation)—Jennie S. Lane 1:165
Ode XIII (Translation)—Ethel Copen-

Ttev&r

I:288

Lois Hall

jjj .j42

Housekeeping in third grade—Bessie" Bacon
Goodrich

j .27c

How I caught a mouse—Sixthi grade....... Ill • 27

How to make a bed
Howell, Blanch—German club
Hunziker, Minna—Lunch room

IV • 58
....... .Ill -350
II-138

Hygiene, Course in personal and school.'.'.'."".' I- 89
Hygiene, Importance of teaching,
child—Maye S. Fields

to

the

Nina—School library

111:348

(Editorial)

1:370

Japan, Some New Year's customs in—Grace
Thomasma
ni :144

Jeanne

D'Arc (Play)

..." n ':272

Jelly-fish (Story)—Fifth grade
II; 66
Jewell, Judge—Address to patrons of training
school
ji . 61
Jewell, D. B.—Georgia—educational and agri

cultural
Jickling, Charles,

1:278

and

Lee

Barnum—Sci

ences

His gift—Jessie R. Denney
IV • 97
His last game (Poem)
11-180
Historical materials (Editorial)
IV: 20
History, Current, in current education—T.
Paul Hickey
jy .J73
History, Department of
I • 44
History in seventh and eighth grades, Teachl
ing of—Arthur C. Cross
IV :217
History of Kalamazoo western state nor
mal
jy .335
Hockenberry, J. C—Public schools and'their
critics ..:
jjj . 9
Hockenberry, John Coulter—appreciations of
his work and character by Will S. Mon
Ehrenfeld

Ives,

IV: 10

Hiawatha—a dramatization (Rurai observa
School spirit

Irving, Washington—Anna E. Reinhold

111:301

I

Jones,

1: 43

Adele

lower

M.—Constructive

handwork

in

grades

n :134

Jones, Bertrand L.—

Instruction in English
How a great poet viewed humble life
Folk-lore in Michigan

1: 49
III: 15
IV :297

Jones, Elizabeth—Manual arts in Maryland.. 11:352
Jones, Matie Lee—Action plays
II :318
Joseph, Hilda.—•

South park playground system of

Chi

cago

11 :i76

Letter to students
Journalistic ideal (Editorial)

m :186
1:328

Judd, Charles H.—Normal school and educa

tional
Judson,

research

1: 29

Eleanor.—

Christmas work at training school
Winter term construction

11:103
II ;276

Junior literary society
11:47, 137, 182; 111:354
Junior's impressions (Editorial)
HI: 69
Junior's standpoint—Beulah Finch
IV: 19
Justification
Culp

of

Benedict

Arnold—Vernon

j.

g

K

Kalamazoo

(Poem)—Frank Pixley and Gus-

tav Luders
Kalamazoo, Growth of celery in—Belle
Sweetland

n: 67

W.
15399

Kalamazoo normal record 1:19, 84, 328, 404;

11:358

111:353; IV: 332, 346, 391.
Kalamazoo public school play festival—Ethel
Rockwell
11:209
Kalamazoo public schools, Enrollment in—S.
O. Hartwell
1:273

Kalamazoo schools, Special classes in—Ray
L. Bowen
1 ;j13
Kansas City convention (Editorial)
IV:187
Keller, Helen, and Mrs. Macy—Robert M.
Reinhold
IV :177
Kelsey, Theo.—Loyalty (Editorial)
......11:103
Kendall, Ethel—In memory of old times
11:218

Kindergarten,
Gage

Recent

criticism

of—Lucy

j: 73

Kindergarten contributions
II :307 ; III: 71
Kindergarten department—Helen Andrews... 1:17
Kindergarten materials, Bibliography of
IV:189
King of the Golden river (Dramatization)—
Ninth grade
1 :U8

Kirby, Edith Grimes—News from Far East!.

1:349

Imagination and play—Sue C. App. ...".".'.*. ".in :218

Knowledge, Love of—E. C. Warriner

1:109

Maye S. Fields
HI :3oi
Impressions of an ex-school teacher—Nina
Winn
IV:223
Impressions of Chicago—John E. Fox
1-200
Impressions of Texas—Kate I. Smith
1:161
Improvement of rural education—Richard
E. Dodge
I .J53
In memory of old times—Ethel Kendall
11:218
In to win—Lawrence Westerberg
IV :387
Index of pictures in normal school. .1:211; IV-270
Industrial arts and science association. (See

Government publications on agriculture.. II: 66
World's Christian student conference
111:269
Kurtzworth, H. M.—Need of drawing and
design in manual training
Ill :257

Ideals in education—E. A. Lyman

II • 49

Importance of teaching hygiene to the child—

Michigan industrial arts and science as

Industrial education
IV: 50
Industrial education, More, in public schools
(Editorial)—Laura DeVinney
1:369

Initiative

among

students

(Editorial)

Ill :355

L.

Introduction to life—Frank A. Manny..!..!
Iron

mining

Garinger

industry

:

of

Minnesota—Earl

Catherine.—

L

Lake farm, Day at
1: 32
Lamb, Charles—His personality—D. M. Tolle.III: 13

Lamb, Charles, Letters of—Maude Baughman. 111:181
Lane, Irene—Comparison of comedy charac
ters

of Sheridan and

Steele

II; 13

Lane, Jennie S.—Horace's ode XIV (Trans

sociation).

Instinct, Migratory (Editorial)
Institutional loyalty (Editorial)
Instruction in English (Editorial)—B.
Jones

Koch,

1:291
IV :263

j. 49

I: 1
II5340

lation)
Language exercises—T. S. grades
Latin, Department of

Lauffer,

1 :i65
IV:146
1: 41

Delma—Nathaniel Hawthorne....... Ill :312

Lefevre, C. Anthony—Michigan
the blind

school

for

U :337

Lefevre, C. Anthony. (See also Bean, C. A.)
Lesson
Letter
of
Letter

of a life (Editorial)
IV: 21
writing—how taught in high schools
Illinois, Michigan and Indiana
1:355
writing in second, fourth, and seventh

grades

ry 5145
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Letters of Charles Lamb—Maude Baughman. .Ill :181
Letters to editor

IV :389

Library 1:11, 191, 370; 11:28,

184, 190; 111:154

1V:21, 144, 228, 337.

Life, Broader—Lon Bolster
Ill :311
Life, How a great poet viewed humble—
Bertrand

L.

Jones

111:15

Life, Introduction to—Frank A. Manny
Life, Social—Katherine Newton
Life

of

lower

class

as

pictured

in

I: 1
I: 10
Oliver

Twist—Marie Bishop
Life's echoes (Editorial)

1:367
HI :232

Limericks—First

IV :394

grade

Lincoln, Abraham—Emelia M. Goldsworthy. .Ill :217
Literary criticisms—Gertrude L. Failing,.. .IV : 15
Literary societies.
Classical club,

(See Amphictyon society,
Erosophian society, Ger

man club, Junior literary society, Normal
fund

for students

IV :346

Location advantages (Editorial)
Log cabin—Fourth grade
Longfellow's home—Sixth grade
Longpre, Paul de. (See De Longpre, Paul).
Love of Knowledge—E. C. Warriner
Lover's

lane—Eighth

IV :306
Ill: 72
Ill: 27

grade

Loyalty (Editorial)—Theo. Kelsey
Loyalty, Institutional (Editorial)
Luders, Gustav, and Frank Pixley—Kalama
zoo (Poem)
Lunch room

1:109
1:333
II :103
IV :263

II: 57

11:138; IV :345

Lyman, E. A.—Ideals in education
Lyric (Poem)—Jessie R. Denney

II: 49
IV :178

McCarty, Eldon—Test
McMcConnell, Nellie—Department

IV: 14
of

prac

tice
McCracken, William.—

I: 14

Visit to Ellis Island

Ill: 60

question—report

of

an

interest

ing discussion
Hugo DeVries—biologist

Ill :146
Ill :177

On the ocean

111:190

,

Egypt

111:262

On the Aegean sea
Ill :362
McGuiness, Parnell—Athletics
1: 12
McLaughlin, Kathryn—Marriages in Rome.. .IV :303
McMartin, Bernice—Example of handwork. .Ill :229
McNamara, Kathryn—Mark Twain as a rep
humorist

1:323

Maltby, Dale—Chemical works
Man in the moon—Fifth grade
Manners, Discourse on (Editorial)
Manny, Frank A.—
Introduction to life
Sunrise at the Pillars
Teacher's bookshelf

Street in

Holland

New book

or two

of

Ill: 18
111:275
1:369

Hercules

1: 92

1:135, 176, 215, 256, 296
1:320

Man's pilgrimage (Poem)—Harry de
Holt
Manual arts

Manual

1: 1
I: 9
1: 49

I: 77

Bookshelf
Tuskegee
in

Percial

II: 96
Maryland—Elizabeth Jones.. 11:352

training,

Department

of

1:18;

11:149

IV:404.

Manual

training,

Arthur

Educational

value

of—

Bowen

111:260

Manual training, Need of drawing and de
sign in—H. M. Kurtzworth
Ill :257
Manual training building
111:278; 1V:306
Manual training exhibit—M. J. Sherwood... .IV :404
Manual training in the training school
IV:188
Manual training outline from training school
course of study—M. J. Sherwood
IV :224
Manual training round table
Ill :278
Manual training students, Bibliography for—
Ralph F. Windoes
11:228
Maps—L. H. Wood
1:336
Maps in geography, Use of relief outline.... II: 26
Marble faun, Problem in—Edith Campbell.. 1:201
March (Poem)—Sixth grade
'
11:263
Mardi

Gras—Grover

Marhoff,
Mark

C.

Stout

Bernice—Practice

Twain

as

a

Christmas in song
Some dramatic phases
Editorial on simple art of being cheerful
Noels

II :347

teachers'

representative

tea

Ill: 66

humorist—

Kathryn McNamara
1:323
Marriages in Rome—Kathryn McLaughlin.. .IV :303
Marsh, Alice Louise.—
On the road to Forth bridge
II :253

New York City's woman suffrage parade. .111:105

1:169

1:316
1:327
H :109

Marsh, Harriet A.—Is success for me?
II: 9
Maryland, Manual arts in—Elizabeth Jones.. 11:352
Mathematics, Bibliography of works suitable
for high school library on—Marie Bishop. 11:270
320.

Mathematics, Department of
1: 44
May day festival—Dorothy Upjohn
1: 53
May festival (1914)
IV :269, 312
Medical inspection in training school
IV: 66
Memorial fund in training school
IV :396
Men's suppers
11:112; 111:115; IV:113
Meredith, George, and Thomas Hardy—Maude
IV :137

Merry wives of Windsor (Play)
IV:316
Message of New Year's bells (Poem)—Octavia
Goldsworthy
IV:190
Messiah (Oratorio)—Chorus
IV:67, 149
Metal

work

in

seventh

grade

II :309

Mexico, Government publications on
II :147
Michigan corn improvement association III :114, 158
Michigan fisheries
1:207
Michigan, Folk-lore in—Bertrand L. Jones. .IV :297
Michigan geography—L. H. Wood (Review). 1:28
IV :226.

Michigan industrial arts and science asso
ciation
111:319, IV:194,
Michigan nature study and school garden as
sociation, Organization of—Ora May Car

203

HI :106

Michigan school

Macbeth and Lady Macbeth—Hazel Payne...Ill: 63

resentative

IV :387

rel

M

Balkan

anniversary

Ude

literary society, Rural sociology seminar.)
Loan

Shakespeare

Marsh, Florence.—

for

the blind—C.

Anthony

Lefevre

II :337

Michigan state teachers' association, 1:89, 122, 221
11:24, 49, 58; 111:24, 57, 76, 84, 106; IV: 60
61, 74, 93, 155.

Middlebush, Fred A.—W. S. N. S. at the uni
versity
IV:73, 259, 264
Migratory instinct (Editorial)
1:291
Millikin, Bruce E.—Play in education
11:213
Minar, Carrie W.—
Ethics of getting a position
Hamlet on the stage

IV :135
IV :219

Minch, Earl L.—College shrine, in concrete. .Ill :227
Minnesota, Iron mining industry of.—Earl
Garringer
II :340
Misery—an economic problem—Bert Ford.... 11:178
Model one-room rural school
IV: 95
Modern French music—Beulah A.

Hootman. .IV :151

Monroe, Will S.—John Coulter Hockenberry—
an appreciation of his work and char
acter
Montessori

in

Montessori

method

IV: 9
IV :155

Michigan

(Editorial)—Lucy Gage.. 11:260

Montessori system contrasted with Froebel—

Sue C. App
More

industrial

IV:133
education

in

public schools

(Editorial)—Laura DeVinney
Morris, William, as poet, craftsman,
socialist—Alice

C.

1:369
and

Henshaw

11:255

Mother's day (Editorial)
111:315
Mouth and throat, Care of—Blanch N. Epler. 1:353

Moving pictures in schools—N. W. Cameron. .IV :293
Mulry, Katherine.—

Costume party
Picture study

1:318
1:395

Music, Department of, 1:45, 221, 334, 375; II: 72
116, 235, 280, 331, 359; IV:28, 67, 111, 149,
233, 236, 263, 269, 312.
Music section at M. S. T.
Florence Marsh

Musical
Musical

A., Report of—
1:221

interest (Editorial)
organizations

IV :263
IV :352

My rules (Poem)—Fifth grade
My sanctuary (Editorial)

111:26
IV :145

N

Names,

Source of

Naples, Impressions of—E. R.

N. E. A. resolutions

;

Downing

II :229
1:359

1:75; III: 25

Nature study of fourth grade
Necessary restraint (Editorial)

11:307
Ill :232

Need of drawing and design in manual train

ing—H. M. Kurtzworth
HI :257
Needham, Mary Master—Play's the thing... 1:238

Needs (Editorial)

IV :332

New books to read—Frank A. Manny
1:59, 92
New Orleans carnival—Grover C. Stout.... II:.347
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New
Year's
customs
in
Japan—Grace
Thomasma
Ill.-144
New Year's festival—Mrs. Minnie Campbell. .IV :182

New York City's woman suffrage parade—
Alice Louise Marsh

111:105

grade
Play (Editorial)
Play—a national
rt, s°n

1: 7
n :220
force—Walter

B.

Dickin111:129

Play, Imagination and—Sue C. App

111:218

News from Far East—Edith Grimes Kirby.. 11:349
Newton, Grace—Music
1: 45

Play

N,ewton,

Play in education—Bruce E. Millikin
II :213
Playground system of Chicago, South park—

Katherine.—

Social life
Our alumni

1: 10
II :ioi

Ninth _grade - contributions.—
King of

„ tion)

the Golden

Extracts from

river

(Dramatiza-

I :H8

diary of Pericles

II :304

Noels—Florence Marsh
II ;109
Noon hour, Problem of—Ida M. Densmore.. 1:393

Normal literary society, 1:46; II :137, 182, 187, 188
111:18, 87, 189, 240, 354; IV: 38, 185, 193, 202
227, 848.

Normal record.
ord).

educational

research—

1: 29

Nutten, A. M.—Comstock consolidated school.

I: 33

O

Observation school, Rural—Mary Ensfield
Ocean trip—William McCracken
Ode to the beech (poem)—Sixth grade
Old pine stair (Poem)

1: 16
Ill :190

I: 7
IV :329

Oliver Twist, Life of lower class as pictured
in—Marie Bishop

1:367

Olympic games—Maude Parsons
II :256
On Daphne's Easter hat (Poem)—John Kendrick

Bangs

II :258

On taking stock (Editorial)
1:204
One-room rural school, Model
IV : 95
Oral versus written composition—Harry Ken
dall

Ethel

Bassett

1:313

Oratorical contests, 1:375, 412 ; II :333 ; II -202, 274
IV:280, 314, 324, 357.
O'Shea, M. V.—Point of view of contem

Spindler

IV:101

Hilda Joseph

H :209
n :176

Playgrounds: their growth in Kalamazoo—
Bessie Bacon Goodrich
1: 5
Playing Indian—Oscar Rabbers
111:307
Plays, Action—Matie Lee Jones
II :318
Plays presented. (See Drama).
Play's the thing—Mary Master Needham..'.. 1:238
Poetry, Scott's reasons for ceasing to write—
Myrtle

White

I ;202

Practice teachers' teas

1:233
1:14

Ill :66 ; IV: 66

Practice teaching (Editorial)

IV :187

Pray, Florence—Home economics
Prayer (Poem)—Floy DeVore Perfect
President of Normal—an appreciation
President Taft's visit to Normal school

II :105
1:362
IV :331
II: 31
IV :189
111:112
II :308
II ;308

Primary materials, Bibliography of
Printers, School—Seventh grade
Printing in sixth grade
Printing process—Sixth grade
Problem in the Marble faun—Edith Camp
bell
Problem of noon hour—Ida M. Densmore....
Professional growth—Lavina Spindler
Pronouns,

Errors

in use of—Edith

M.

I ;201
1:393
1:250

Gar-

bett

IV:53, 98

Psychology, Trend in—Robert M. Reinhold.. Ill: 53
Public schools and their critics—J. C. Hock
enberry
HI; 9
Pygmies—Fourth grade
II :262

Rabbers, Oscar—
Hermit
Playing Indian

Reception,

Pages from a notebook—George Sprau
Painters' playground—California—Emelia
Goldsworthy

canal—history,

construction,

I: 77
M.
II1343

and

cut

II :355

Parents' meetings

II :61, 272

Parliamentary drill—Eighth grade
Ill :235
Parmelee, Clara M., and
Helen
Grable—
Schoolroom gymnasium in grade two
IV :309
Parsons, Maude—Olympic games
II :256
Parties, School (Editorial)
HI :233

(Opera)—Chorus

11:280,

331

Ill :268
Ill :307

Recent criticism of kindergarten—Lucy Gage

Record.

P

Pauline

Rockwell

I ;233

11:306

Our president
IV :331
Outline for fifth grade geography—Lavina

Culebra

public school)—

B

porary education

Our English class—Greta Wahlstrom

Panama

(Kalamazoo

Point of view of contemporary education—
M. V. O'Shea
Practice, Department of—Nellie McConnell..

(See Kalamazoo normal rec

Normal school and
Charles H. Judd

festival

Decennial

I: 73
IV :192

(See Kalamazoo Normal record).

Recreation,
Reforming

Regional

Art
Mr.

of
Cardinal

geography,

1:127
IV :178

Materials

for—L.

H.

Wood

IV: 56

Reinhold, Anna E.—Washington

Irving

Robert M.—
School life elsewhere
Trend in psychology

Ill :348

Reinhold,

Helen Keller and Mrs. Macy
Relic of middle ages—Sixth grade
Relief outline maps in geography, Use of
Religious • dancing—Lucile Fleugal
Responsibility, Personal (Editorial)

II :85, 123
Ill: 53
IV :177
11:262

II: 26
IV: 17
IV :106

Paxton, Dwight—Manual training department I: 18
Payne, Hazel—Macbeth and Lady Macbeth.. Ill: 63

Riddles—Sixth

Perfect, Floy DeVore.—

Rivals (Play)
111:199
Road to Forth bridge—Alice Louise Marsh.. 11:263

Prayer

(Poem)

1:362

Thoroughbreds don't whine (Poem)
Pericles, Extracts from diary of—Ninth
grade

1:367
II :304

Perry, Vanessa—Dreams (Poem)
Personal and school hygiene, Course in
Personal contact (Editorial)

1:398
1: 89
IV: 61

Personal growth

Ill :193

(Editorial)

Personal responsibility (Editorial)
IV :106
Personality of Charles Lamb—D. M. Tolle...III: 13
Philippine Islands, Bibliography of refer
ences

on

IV :231

Philosophy, Homely
IV: 58
Physical education, Department of
1:14, 372
Physical nature study in eighth grade
IV:396
Physical training in the training school—
Mildred

Davis

1:155

Picture study—Katherine Mulry

IJ395

Pictures in Normal school (Index)
1:211; IV:270
Pied piper of Hamelin (Dramatization)—

Fifth grade
Pillars of Hercules,

1:362

Sunrise

at—Frank

A.

Riksen,

grade

II :263

Harriet—Thanksgiving bibliography. .IIT : 21

Robin Hood and the tinker (Dramatization)
—Sixth grade
II: 97
Robins, Addie—Toast to faculty
IV :185
Rocks and minerals—L. H. Wood (Review).. 1:252
Rockwell,
Ethel—Kalamazoo public school
play

Rogers,

festival

Carl

F.—Changing

II :209

the

commercial

map

Rolfe,

HI :187

Carl—Mathematics

1: 44"

Romans, Education of—Mable Tyler
IV :302
Rome, Marriages in—Kathryn McLaughlin.. IV :303
Roselle, Florence—Current history course
111:352
Rosetti, Christina-—Christmas eve customs

Rowe,

Clarence—Christmas

east wind

1:158

prophecy of the
IV: 97

Rug weaving in first grade
Ill ;1H
Rules for our school (Poem)—Fifth grade..Ill: 26
Rural athletics (Editorial)
Ill :315
Rural education—Ernest Burnham
Ill: 11
Rural education, Improvement of—Richard
E. Dodge
1 :i53

Manny
j. 9
Piper (Senior play)
...HI-319
Pixley, Frank, and Gustav Luders—Kalama
zoo (Poem)
H. 57

Rural observation school—Mary Ensfield. .1:16, 54
Rural progress, Three steps in (Address)—

Planting of the beech tree (Poem)—Fourth

Rural progrest day

Rural life round tables
Henry C. Adams

IV: 36
n :303

IV:203 278, 356
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INDEX
Rural school, One-room model

Sibole, Cordelia.—

IV: 95

Browning's Saul

Rural school teachers in state normal schools,

Silkworm observation in fourth grade
11:308
Simmons, Lucille—Y. W. C. A. rest room

S

(Editorial)

St. Cecilia's Day

1:174

Sand table—Second grade
Sane amusements (Editorial)

IV :266
II :219

Saul, Browning's—Delia Sibole
Saunders, Neva—Camera club

HI :224
IV :389

Scenes in Tangier, Africa—Flora E. Hill
II: 92
School gardening a fundamental factor in edu
cation—LeRoy H. Harvey
111:97
School life elsewhere—R. M. Reinhold, 11:85, 123
200, 287.

School parties (Editorial)
School room (Editorial)—Bessie W.

School

HI :233

craft

I:4«6

School spirit.—

T. Paul Hickey
S. S. Tingle
School store—W. S.

Schoolcraft,

Bessie

torial)

1:250
1:327
HI: 70
HI :315

Toothacker

W.—School

room

(Edi-

White

Visit

to

Gardens
Cooking
Bulb

1:378

farm

„J:„i2

11:307
HI: 72

planting

1' l: 7d

Domestic science

IV: 62

Letter writing
Strawberry e-ardening

TV :146
TV :395

Seed journeys—Fifth grade

HI: 72

Seekell, G. Edith.—

Dramatization of Pied piper

1:362

Play (Editorial)
Seminar.

11:220

(See Rural sociology seminar).

Service, Examples of community

Seventh and eighth grades. Teaching of his

tory

in—Arthur C.

Cross

Seventh grade contributions.—

Ill :339

IV :217

Arbor day verses (Poem)

1:

Carol of decoration (Poem)

1:158

Descriptions

of

persons

7

TT :263

Metal work
Canal boat on the Erie canal
Sewing
Construction work
School printers
Shop work

H :309
ITT: 28
ITT :m
HI :112
ITT :112
ITT :112
IV: 63

Letter

IV :146

<

Troubles in woodwork

Sewing

in

writing

seventh

grade

111:111

Shakespeare.—

Macbeth and Lady Macbeth—Hazel Payne.ITI: 63
Shylock—Eva M. Vaughan
ITI :103
Shakespeare anniversary—Alice Louise Marsh.IV:387
Shakespeare's ghosts—Hilma C. Swanty
IV :257
Shakespeare's Hamlet on the stage—Carrie
W.

Minar

IV:219

Shean, Katherine—Day with Jane Addams... 11:353
Shepherd life, Bibliography of
IV :267
Sheridan and Steele—Comparison of comedy
characters of—Irene Lane

II: 13

Sherwood, M. J.—

Shop notes
Manual training outline
school course of study
Manual training exhibit

Shop talk—George Sprau
Shylock—Eva M. Vaughan

IV : 63
from

Ode to the beech (Poem)

• 1: JJ

Hiawatha (Dramatization)
Bookbinding

1: 54
I =415

•• • •

Robin Hood and the tinker (Dramatiza

tion)

H: 97

Relic of middle ages
March (Poems)

ll'^l
IVlit

Riddles

H.263

Printing

II .305

How I caught a mouse
Her only treasure
Longfellow's home
Shopwork

'""'m'
Ill:
\'\.'JV:

South American Christmas tree

ot
27,
*<
63

IV :146

Snow

1:202

Faster bunnie (Poem)

\ :f™

1:3^7

grade contributions.—

1:357

Sea song (Poem)—Third grade
.... I: 6
Second grade. Government reports used in—
E. C. Barnum
II '• 62
Second grade contributions.—

Sixth

I :f06

Science building
HI :320 ; IV :341
1:43, 252
Sciences, Department of
Scotland.
On the road to Forth bridge—
^ lice Louise Marsh
11:253
Scott's reasons for ceasing to write poetry—

•••

Simple art of being cheerful (Editorial)

Skating song (Poem
• I:;«a
Smelling like a man (Editorial)
1 :^»«
Smith, Cecil—Art department ....... •••••• J '**

Schoolhouse plans by parcel post
IV :183
Schoolroom gymnasium in grade two—Clara
M. Parmelee and Helen Grable
IV :309
Schools and their critics, Public—J. C. Hock
enberry
Ill: 9
Science and society—LeRoy H. Harvey
IV:381

Myrtle

..111:308

Sievers, George W.—Few facts about Wash
ington (State)
•
ttoao

111:354; IV:116, 202, 348.

(Editorial)
(Editorial)

\\\ *«**

Henry David Thoreau

Special courses for—Ernest Burnham
1: 69
Rural sociology seminar, 1:47,182; II :137, 182

training
IV :224
IV :404

111:140
111:103

Snow, Ruth E.—Arbor day oration (1913). .111:303

(Poem)—First grade

II :262

Second grade
Social and economic conditions in

HI :111
the col-

onies, Comparative study of—Carl Cooper.III :183
Social calendars
II:27 ; IV: 73
Social life—Katherine Newton
.......... 1: 10
Social motive in school work—Edith C. Bar- _
num
HI :lo7

Society, Science and—LeRoy H. Harvey
Some
Some

dramatic phases—Florence Marsh
incidental observations of German

1^:381

1:316

schools—Kendall P. Brooks
1:197
Song of Thanksgiving and welcome—Third
grade
*:1°'

South America visited—Robert H?john..... .111:188

South American Christmas tree—Sixth grade-IV:146
South park playground system of Chicago—

Hilda Joseph
;"IC l
Spavlding, W. H.—Some thoughts on breathing

•

-••

I '•"*'

Special classes in Kalamazoo schools—Ray
L.

Bowen

................

l:ll»

state normal schools—Ernest Burnham..

1: «»

Special courses for rural school teachers in

Spindler. Lavina.—
.
t.oka
Professional growth (Editorial)
1 -<s6U
Suggested outline for fifth grade geography
IV :lul

Spineless man (Poem)—Harry de Percial Holt 11:136
Spirit of the times

IV :<s&d

Sprau, George.—

Pages from a notebook ..
Commencement (Editorial)

x .it
* :*"o

Practical work (English)

Jtiqo

Literary societies
Unchanged (Poem)

" :1°£
HI: 16

Dreams of yesterday (Poem)

IV .63

Talking shop

SJ.m

Spring—Alice A Waite

n+nl

Snring story—Helen Angell Andrews........ 11-306
Stahl, Bessie M.—Chanel exercises (Editorial) 11:102
Starkweather, J. A.—Home and school asso

ciation

State board of education

..

I: |

1 v :6i&

State teachers' association, Michigan. (See
Michigan state teachers' association).

Staying with Tense—Winifred E. Heffernon. 11:216
Steele. Comparison of comedy characters of

Sheridan and—Irene Lane

Stetler. Gertrude—Hallowe'en festival

JJ '• 1°

m: 19

Stimulation (Editorial)
••
... IV :39Z
Stop, look, and listen (Editorial)—Mercedes

A. Bacon

Store, Normal co-operative

Store,
Story
Story
Stout,

School—W. S. Toothaker
of a burr—Third grade
telling hour—Elva Forncrook
Grover C.—New Orleans carnival

Stove works, Visit to—Tenth grade
Street in Holland—Frank A. Manny
Student friendships (Editorial)
Student loan fund

Success, for me? Is—Harriet A. Marsh
Suggestions from decennial program
Summer school sessions,

(1910) 1:87; (1911)

H:lf|

i v M4&

1:357
HI: 72
Ill :220
II :347
111:148
1: 77
HI: 70
IV :346

,tooj
IV :384
11:28
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(1912) 11:231, 316; 111:31; (1913) 111:231, 359

IV:28; (1914) IV:276, 401.
Summer trip to California—Emelia M. Goldsworthy
1:117
Sunrise—Oscar A. Rabbers
IV :257
Sunrise at the Pillars of Hercules—Frank A.
Manny
1: 9
Surgical emergencies of the school room—
Charles E. Boys
II :172
Sweden, Olympic games—Maude Parsons
11:256
Sweetland, Belle W.—
High school department
1: 17
Growth of celery in Kalamazoo
1:399

Swings

(Poem)—Fourth grade

111:26

Training school,

Physical training

dred Davis

in—Mil

.-

I ;155

Training school activities, 1:34, 52, 114, 118,
175, 253, 293, 333, 362, 382, 410, 414,
11:19,60, 61, 62, 63, 66, 89, 97, 103,
142, 145, 185, 207, 226, 261, 265, 306,

124,
416,
106,
309,

155
424
139
353

111:26, 71, 73, 100, 110, 155, 195, 198, 234, 275
316, 355; IV :23, 62, 107, 146, 188, 229, 265
308, 394.

Training school assemblies, 1:114, 175, 253, 293, 333
382,
265,

416; 11:66, 106, 142, 185, 207, 226,
309, 353: 111:27, 71, 110, 198, 237,

261
275

316, 355; IV :63, 107, 188, 232, 267, 308.

Training school exhibits,

1:52; 11:103; 111:73,100

IV :115.
T

Taft,

William

Howard,

school
Take-off on the

Tale

of

the

Charles

Training
Visit

to

II: 31
Ill.-350

(Arbor

day

address) —

Garfield

II :298

Talking shop—George Sprau
Taming of the Shrew (Play)
Tangier, A frica, Scenes in—Flora E. Hill
Teacher, First requirement of (Editorial) —
Agnes T. Draper
Teachers Trained (Editorial)

ITT :140
II:266
II: 92
II :222
Ill: 70

Teachers' association, Michigan state. (See
Michigan state teacher's association).
Teaching—how it feels
IV:104
Teaching of arithmetic—Emilie Townsend.... 1:315
Teaching of history in seventh and eighth
grades—Arthur C. Cross
TV :217

Tender husband
Tennessee, Two

(Play)
days at

T:373, 411
Chattanooga—Ora

Hallenbeck
Tennis
(Editorial)
Tenth grade contributions—Visit
works
Test—Eldon

ITT :228
IV :393
to

HT :148
TV : 14

McCarty

M.

Tumell

1:402

and

grade
T^an^sciving

welcome,

Song

bibliography—Harriet

of—Third
T :157
Riksen..ITT: 21

Thanksgiving festival at the tra'pintr school.. TT: S9
Thanksgiving

proclamation

(EditoriaTt

Third grade,

science

club

1:

6

1: 34

1:157
1:415

Moon

T :424
IT : 40

Who saw the moon (Poem)

TT:141

Lost

lamb

TT:141

A ctivities
News items
Story of a burr
Bulb planting

TI :307
ITT : 72
TTT: 72
HT: 73

Dancing

111:234; TV:147

Valentines
Thomas—Nellie M. Bek

IV :229
II :345

Thomasma. Grace—Some New Year's customs

in Janan
Thoreau. Henry David—Cordelia

Thoroughbreds

don't

whine

Sibole

steps

in

C.

rural

progress

TTT:1 a a
111:308

(Poem)—Floy

DeVore Perfect
'.
Thorsberg, A.—Greedy for gold
Thoughts on breathing (Editorial)
Henry

Becky

Sharp

T :367
IV :219
1:327

(Address) —

A dams

1:353

Tingle.

1:327

S. S.—S-hool spirit

To Leuconoe.
(Translation of Ode II, Book
I.—Horace)—Edith May Trattles
To our alma mater (Poemi

1:

7

TT :133

IV:185
de

Percial

Holt

TT :100

Tolle. D. M.—Lamb's personality
ni: 13
Toothacker, W. S.—School store
1:357
Townsend, Emilie—Teaching of arithmetic. 1:315

Trading scene

(Dramatization)—Third grade

Trading song
Trained teachers

(Editorial)

Manny

1:320

Tuskegee. Correlation at—J. T. Williamson. .111:337
Twain, Mark, pseud.
(See Clemens, S. L.)
Tyler. Mabel.—
Wells in Ee-ypt
Education of Romans

IV :103
IV :302

U

Ude,

Maude—Thomas

Hardy

and

George

Meredith

IV :137

Unchanged (Poemi—George Sprau
ITT: 15
Unit situation (Editorial)
IV:106
University of Michigan, Normal graduates
at
TTpruh.

Leah B.—Bovs will be boys

TTn~o*>n, Dorothy—Mav day festival

TTnjohn. Robert—South

IV:73, 259. 264
ITI-227
1: 53

America visited.TTT :188, 237

T: 34
TV :309
III; 70

Errors in—Edith M.

GarIV:53.

98

V

Vacation

deliorhts

(Editoriall

Value of manual training,
thur

IV :144

Educational—Ar

Bowen

111:260

Vau^an. Eva M.—•

Shvlock
Art
Verburg, Neil—Erosophian society
Vice-President's special—Esta Feisrhner

View

from

our

window

in

TTT:103
IIT :265
T: 47
1:162

(Poem)—Fourth

grade

Visit

1:

Chicatro—Emelia

M.

6

Ooldsworthy.. TT;132

ViVit to Ellis Island—William McCracken

V|sit to German school—Lewis F. Anderson.

ITI: 60

1:243

Visit to home of Paul de Longpre—Emelia
Goldsworthy
,/
TT:251
Visit to Olympian games—Fifth grade
TTT:111
Visit to stove works—Tenth grade
TTT:148
Vipjt to Zealand factories—Ethel B. Green.. TT: 15
Vocational and cultural opinions
Ill :179
Vocational
education
for
girls—Charlotte
A. Waite
IT :289
Vocational guidance
IV: 49
Vries,
Hugo
de—biologfet—William
Mc
Cracken
Ill :177

II :303

Throat and mouth. Care of—Blanch N. Epler.

Toast to faculty—Addie Robins
Toiler's repast (Poem)—Harry

1:402

A.

Ill: 67

Song of Thanksgiving and welcome

Three

Turnell, Ruth M.—Character of Thackeray's
Tuskegee—Frank

TTee of relief outline maps in geography.,.. IT: 26
Use of water (Editorial)
1:326

1:276

(Dramatization) ..

7

IV:106

Kites

Birds of Killingworth

261
1:

Experience of doubt
1: 36
English and expression
1: 40
Travel (Editorial)
II :181
Travel talks—Fourth grade . .
II :262
Trend in psychology—Robert M. Reinhold
ITT: 53
Trip to Canada—Eighth grade
IIT: 28
Trip to Oakwood—Fourth grade
Ill: 72
Tungsten filaments, How squirted
1:107
Turnbull, Evabelle—Young women's Chris
tian association
1: 16

Housekeeping in—Bessie Bacon

Goodrich
Third grade contributions.—
Sea song (Poemi
Tradiner peene (Plav)

II :139,

To Leuconoe (Translation)

Use of pronouns,
bett

Thenen. Guy F.—Aurand district agricultural
and domestic

Frost.. .Ill :155

Trattles, Edith May.—

stove

Tetrazzini (Luisa) in Kalamazoo, IV:236, 275. 315
Texas, Impressions of—Kate I. Smith
1:161
Thackerav. Character of Becky Sharp—Ruth
Thanksgiving

gymnasium—Helen

Training school record

Normal

faculty

rings

school

W

Wahlstrom,

Greta—Our English

class....... 11:306

Waite, Charlotte A.—Vocational education for

girls
Waite, George S.—Sketch of the establish
ment of Western Normal
Wanted—a government for Alaska—Gertrude
Hollenthal

Warren, Ruth M.—Philip Freneau
Warriner, E. C.—Love of knowledge

II :289
1: 65
1:281

IIT :223
1:109

Washington (State), Few facts about—George
W. Sievers
1:321
Washington (State). My first educational as
sociation in—Mary Ensfield
IV :102
Waste in education—Ida M. Densmore
11:169
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NEWS NOTES

Water, Use of (Editorial)
Wells in Egypt—Mabel Tyler...
Westerberg, Lawrenct—In to win

1:326
IV:103
IV :387

Western drawing and manual training asso
ciation—Emelia M. Goldsworthy

Western Normal, Sketch of establishment of
—George S. Waite
Western state normal school history
White, Myrtle.—
Scott's reasons for ceasing to

Woodwork

1:397

1: 65
IV :335

Geography

references

for regional

IV :227, 236, 354
IV :116

(Bibliography)
geography

in

seventh

William—his

view

grade

of

Ill :112

humble

IV : 18

IV : 56

Ill: 15

Work of county commissioner of schools... .IV :141
Working one's way through college
Ill: 65
World's Christian student conference—Cath
erine

write

teacher
IV :223
Woman suffrage parade, New York City's—
Alice Louise Marsh
HI :1°5

Materials

troubles

Wordsworth,

life—Bertrand L. Jones

poetry
1:202
Carlyle and Emerson
II :350
Williamson, Minnie—Education department.. 1:39
Windoes, Ralph F.—Bibliography for manual
training students
H :228
Window opposite—Jesse W. Crandall
Ill: 142
Winn, Nina—Impressions of an ex-school

Woman's league (Editorial)
Women's round table

Current geography in current literature
for the year
IV:142
Formulae of geography
IV :213

Koch

Yellmaster's

HI :269

qualifications

(Editorial)

You have to (Poem)
You never can tell (Play)

111:233
111:330
IV:206, 275

Young men's Christian association.. .1:254 ; 111:269
Young women's Christian association.—
Evabelle Turnbull
1:16
Catherine Koch
HI =269
General news
IV:78, 194, 240, 352
Y. W. C. A. rest room (Editorial)—Lucille
Simmons
1:370
Z

Zealand factories, Visit to—Ethel B. Breen.. II: 15

NEWS NOTES
Miss Lavina Spindler is conducting
an extension class in Allegan, Michi
gan.

She was also a visitor at

Paw Paw October 21.

Saturday

Miss Lucy H. Pearson, Student Sec

retary of the Central Field, addressed
the young women of the Y. W. C. A.
Tuesday afternoon in the Kindergar
ten room.

Oct. 14.

Miss Pearson's inspiring

talk was enjoyed and appreciated by
all who heard her.

afternoon,

October

17,

from four to six o'clock, the Senior

girls were "at home" to the Tunior
girls in the gymnasium of the Normal

School.
A large number of both
classes was present. There were

games and a short musical pro
gram. This is an event held once a

vear earlv in the fall terrn to give the

Miss Fannie Ballou, of the faculty,
and Miss Anna Reinhold, president of
the Y. W. C. A., attended the Second

Annual Conference of the^ Young
Women's Christian Association held

in Chicago November 6th, 7th and
8th.

Senior eirls an opportunity to meet
and welcome the new girls.

Saturday night. Oct. 10, was the first
faculty partv of the year. The faculty
enioved both a good dinner and _a

good time. Mrs. Maybee was chair

man.

Dr. Blanche Epler, medical advisor
for the Training School, will begin
her work with the children this com
ing: week.

Miss Moore reports that over four

President MacLaurin of the Normal

School recently organized in British
Columbia, was a recent visitor at the
Western Normal. He was particular

ly interested in the Training School

hundred were served with lunch on

and Rural Observation School at Oak-

Thursday,

wood.

Convention

week.

This

shows how efficient is the manage

ment in this department of our school.
Mrs. Minnie Campbell, supervisor
of grade 1, in the Training School, re
cently visited the Vicksburg Primary
grades.
Nellie McConnell, of the faculty,
visited the Primary grades at Otsego

A new course has been introduced

by Dr. Harvey of the biology faculty.
It is an elective course in organic ev
olution.

Dr. L. H. Harvey will be in Chicago

Saturday, November 28th, to attend a
meeting of the committee of the N. E.
A., which has to do with the reorgan-
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The Practical Gift Store
Lean toward practical gifts this Xmas-let your
gifts be useful, not a mere something, but
A

GIFT IN EVERY WAY

CThis store is full to overflowing of that kind of gift—
both for women and men, in fact for everybody.
©,We were never better prepared to help you with your
gift buying problems than right now.

GILMORE BROTHERS

paaeK«eK«eK#aeK#HeK*

The Kalamazoo
Attractive
Footwear

Laundry Co.
-T

Try our Swiss

HAND

The out-of-the-ordinary kind, with tone
and individuality

WALK-OVER SHOES

LAUNDRY

Prices

\ $3.50, $4.00, $4.50 and $5.00 \

Department

For Men and Women
AT

Up to date

The Bell Shoe House

SHOE REPAIRING Dept.

124 E. Main St,

Just added
221 North Rote St.

LOUIS ISENBERG, Proprietor
Phone 146

-;-

*
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ization of the biology work in the
High School.

Miss Mary L. Gough, a critic .teach
er in Berea College, Kentucky, a
school for the "mountain whites," is
spending several weeks in the West
ern Normal, studying methods used

in the Training and Kural Schools.
The faculty will enjoy a dinner Sat
urday, JSIov. 21. Mrs. M. J. Sherwood
is cnairman of the committee.

The

Hickey

Debating Club dis

cussed the question ot "federal Own
ership and Control of the Railroads"

We have a few slightly
shop worn or second hand
cameras all as good as new

at the meeting held Tuesday, .Novem

which we will sell at about

ber ioth.

cost.

The High School Department of the
Normal now has separate assembly
programs Thursday mornings at 10
o'clock. On October 21st, Mr. Waldo
gave a brief and concise statement of

the European war, outlining the gen
eral causes. On November 5th Mr.
Herbert Johnson, president of the Kalamazoo-City Savings Bank, talked
most interestingly of the "Coinage of
Mint," tracing it from its earliest
stages to the present time.
Professor W. H. French of M. A.

C. recently visited the Normal.
Dr. Roy Alvord, a well known bari
tone of Detroit, gave a delightful pro
gram for the assembly Tuesday, No
vember 10. He was accompanied by
Mrs. Alvord, who is president of the

A full line of New Model
Kodaks and Premo cameras

and all photographic acces
sories.

Geo. McDonald Drug Co.
Ask. Briggs

^0<^>00<CI>00<Z>0000<C=>00<=>)0<=>0^

[j

A good place to eat is

ft

De Bolt's

s?

IceCream, Confections, and

(J

Dainty Lunches

«»

Prompt attention given to orders

{]

130 W. MAIN

[|

(J

^0<Z=>00<^>00<C^>0000<I>)0<I=>00<=>0^

Detroit Federation of Women's Clubs.

Dr. and Mrs. Alvord were guests of
Mr. and Mrs. T. Paul Hickey.
The October meeting of the Geogra
phy Club was held Wednesday even
ing, the 21st, when Mr. Fox and Mr.

Sprau talked most interestingly of a
motoring trip through Indiana.
Dr. Charles Eastman, the well
known Indian lecturer, addressed the

children of the Training School on Fri-

Subscribe
for the

Normal Record

7b
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day, November 6th. He was also
guest of honor at an informal lunch

Broken Lenses Promptly

eon given by members of the faculty.

Replaced

At a meeting of the Rural Seminar
November 5, the question, "Resolved,
That the present score card scheme of
the Department of Public Instruction

is a good means of learning conditions
and results in rural schools," was de

N.C.TALLCO

bated. The affirmative speakers were
Gladys McDowell and Ila Canfield,
and the negative speakers were Ger
trude

Vander

Black.

Molen

and

Jewelers and

Minnie

The judges decided in favor

of the affirmative.

Opticians

After the debate

Mr. Jason Woodman spoke on "The
Farmer, a Man Among Men."

118 W. Main St.

SOCIAL ACTIVITIES OF HIGH
SCHOOL DEPARTMENT.

This fall the social life of the High
School Department has been organ
ized and is to be kept separate from

COMPLETE OPTICAL

the social life of the Normal School

DEPARTMENT

proper. The High School now has its
informal dances every Friday after
noon from four to five o'clock, and

other social events for the year will
be scheduled within the

next week.

Large Line Imported and

Laboratory

The High School has its own football

team, which is coached by Mr. Jilson;
has

three

small

dramatic

clubs for

Supplies

both girls and boys, to be conducted
by Miss Upjohn under Miss Forn-

Chemicals

crook's supervision; a Current Events
Club for girls, directed by Miss Wake-

Drugs

man, and after

the

football

Toilet
Waters
THE

Club for boys.
THE WOMEN'S LEAGUE.

The Colman Drug Co.
KALAMAZOO,

The officers elected for the Women's

League for the year are: President,
Beulah Finch; vice-president, Harriet
Stears; secretary, Louise Trabert;
treasurer, Ruth Loughead.
During this year we hope to look
after the interests and general welfare
of the girls of the school in regard to
home, business and social

Perf u mes

season

there will be organized a Debating
•

Domestic

relations,

MICH.
A

Full

Line of
REXALL
REMEDIES.

also to place the organization on a
definite working basis.
We have divided the membership

One remedy

of two hundred students and faculty

Guaranteed

for each ailment.

Guth's and

Liggetts'
Candies,
Chocolates
and Bonbons.
Waterman's

Fountain Pens
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High Grade Printing
for High Grade Schools
THE PROSPECTIVE STUDENT receives his

first impression of the school by the quality of
the printed matter it sends out. If you desire
to make a good impression, keep the quality up.

Horton-Beimer Press S£LELK£

alphabetically into eight groups. These
groups elect leaders and carry on their
own social affairs independent of the
organization as a whole, and yet take
part in all of the general work.
The League has held two social
events: a party for the newcomers,
and a Hallowe'en party. They also
took charge of one assembly, devoting
it to an explanation of the growth and
hopes of the "Women's League."

W. S. N. REUNION BANQUET.
In the largest reunion of Western
Normal graduates in the ten years of
the school's history, between 400 and
500 participated on the occasion of the
annual alumni banquet Thursday even
ing, October 29. The gymnasium was
a brilliant scene with tables laid for

the entire number and autumn foliage
and flowers used with charming effect
in the decorations. At each plate was
a souvenir program bearing on the
cover a miniature panoramic view of
the Normal buildings. Fischer's or

chestra furnished a delightful program

of musical numbers, interspersing so

los and novelty numbers throughout
the serving of the menu, and at the
close of the banquet, Dr. William Mc
Cracken, as chairman of the evening,
took charge of the program. In a
clever introduction of President Waldo

he briefly traced his successful career
as an organizer and executive, and as
Mr. Waldo rose to speak he was greet
ed with a round of cheers by the Nor
mal alumni.
After a few words of welcome to the

graduates and guests, the president
introduced several of the distinguished
educators who were present at the
banquet and responses were made by
a few. The first to speak was Mrs.
Henry Hulst of Grand Rapids, presi
dent of the Michigan State Teachers'
Association, who spoke in appreciative
terms of the fine co-operation of the
Normal faculty in planning and exe
cuting the program of the Association.
Dr. Thomas W. Nadal of Oilvet,
treasurer of the State Board of Edu

cation, was the next to speak, and
brought to the Normal the greetings
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BRUEN'S
COME TO OUR STORE FOR YOUR

NEW WINTER COAT
Jamestown Dress Goods

Windham Black Silks

Men's, Women's and Children's Underwear
Amana Wool Blankets and

Sheeting Flannels
GOODS OF THE BEST QUALITY AND PRICES ALWAYS
THE LOWEST AT
AMANA WOOL
Bi-ANKETS AND

BRUEN'S

FLANNELS

109 W. Main St.

of the Board.
Dr.
Teachers' College, one
pal speakers of the M.
Hon. H. R. Pattengill,

Kilpatrick of
of the princi
S. T. A., the
a well known

educator and candidate for governor;
Dr. Lotus Coffman of the University
of Illinois; Presidents C. T. Gravvn

and James W. Kaye of Mt. Pleasant
and Marquette Normals made short
addresses, and other guests were intro
duced.

At the president's table, in addition
the above named guests, were
Mayor and Mrs. A. B. Connable, Miss

JAMESTOWN
DRESS GOODS

ior Girls' Glee Club, which were re
ceived with enthusiasm.

Mrs. Bertha

Shean Davis, of the music faculty,
sang two numbers, Walthew's "May
Day," and the "Banjo Song." Her
beautiful soprano voice was never
heard to better advantage and both
numbers were followed by sincere ap
plause.
To Mrs. Caroline B. Chappell, of the
Domestic Science faculty, and her as
sistants, and to Dr. Ernest Burnham,

to

general chairman of arrangements, is

Louise Klein Miller, curator of the

event, which will be remembered as

school gardens of Cleveland, Ohio, one
of the speakers of the week; D. W.
Springer, secretary of the National Ed
ucational Association; Superintendent
W. A. Greeson, and Assistant Superin

the

tendent Therese Townsend of Grand

Cracken and Miss McCarroll of Pontiac.

The Amphictyon Literary Society
held a pleasing reception in the as
sembly room the first of the school
year. There were about two hundred
present and the "get acquainted" idea

One of the most enjoyable features
of the evening was the music which

was well carried out. The membership
has grown until it has reached one

opened with two numbers by the Sen

hundred and seventy-five active stu-

Rapids, Hon. and Mrs. W. J. McKone
of Albion, Dr. and Mrs. William Mc

due credit for the fine success of the

best

friends
known.

gathering
Western

of

alumni and

Normal

has

ever

AMPHICTYON.
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dents.

HARVEY
CANDY
CO.
All Kinds of

Three
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meetings have

been

held. The first was enlivened by mar
velous hypnotism practiced on many
of the students present. The second
event was a

Hill.

roast

held

on

Normal

The third celebrated Michigan

night.

The

attractive

feature

was

"The School our Faculty attended."
The meetings are well attended and
the programs are both well arranged
and carried out.

Ice Cream and Ices
KINDERGARTEN-PRIMARY
TEA.

Salted Nuts

Fresh Every Day

Fine Chocolates and
Bon Bons

The Kindergarten Club and the Pri
mary teachers of Kalamazoo gave an
afternoon tea on Friday, October 30,
to the visiting Kindergarten and Pri
mary teachers who were here during
the

recent

State

Teachers' Associa

tion. The guests were received in
the Boys' room of the Y. M. C. A. and
this meeting proved to be one of the
most delightful social events of the As
sociation.

B. L. KITCHEN

In keeping with the Hallowe'en
spirit small jack-o'-lanterns were used
at the several tables where hostesses

brewed tea in honor of their guests.

People Like This

Kind of a "Shop"
Where congeniality reigns supreme with
prices as low and most times below others.
All stock new and fresh

The best in Musical Merchandise

Ask "Fischer"—the music man—he knows

Large shocks of corn stood in corners

of the spacious parlor and a big pump
kin jack-o'-lantern grinned a welcome
over the cheery open fire. Autumn
flowers and

bunches of

red

berries

were also used in decorating. The
two hundred and fifty guests enjoyed
the music of the harp, violin and cello
furnished bv the Schricker Trio, and

many friendships were renewed and
new ones begun over the tea-cuns. The

students of the Kindergarten Depart

Victrola

Piano

Grafonola
Player Piano
New Edison Disc Phonograph

ment

of the

Western

State

Normal

School assisted in serving tea and
cake and added much to the pleasure
and comfort of the guests.
Each vear the Kindergarten and Pri

mary teachers are discovering that the
line

of

demarcation

between

their

work is becoming less and less and

Instruments and Music

that their problems are nearly one and
the same.

^

This afternoon tea was the culmina

tion of helpful co-operation work be

Fischer's Music Shop
3rd floor front, Gilmore's C. L. Fischer, Prop.

tween the two departments and
proved them unified in social as well
as in every-day work and effort.
DORA I. BUCKINGHAM.
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Grinnell Bros.
Michi~an's Lar~est

Music llouse

STEINWAY.
KNABE.
GRINNELL BROS.

(own make)
Vose, Sohmer, Sterling, 1-J untington,
W erner, and other Pie1nos
Pianola Pianos. Victrolas, and Everything
in the Realm of Music
We cordially inrile you to risit our salesroom
Three Piano Factoriea. Twenty•four Storea

KALAMAZOO STORE 107 E. MAlN

ANNOUNCEMENT
Grand Rapids Hand Screw Co.
of Grand Rapids, Michigan
Have issued n new catalo~ of Manual Training
equipment. Th is ctH:tlog, No. 1014. should
be used by you as n text book of standard
equipment

CATALOGS ON THE PRESS

No. 1114, Domestic Science Furnishings
No. 1214, Laboratory Furniture
Write u s

